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ABSTRACT 
An approximate theory for steady irrotational flow through a 
cascade of thin cambered airfoils is developed. Isolate d thin airfoils 
have only slight camber i r: most applications, and the well known 
methods that replace the source and vorticity distributions of the 
curved camber line by similar distributions on the straight chord line 
are adequate. In cascades, however, the camber is usually appreci-
able, and significant errors are introduced if the vorticity and source 
distributions on the camber line are approximated by the same dis-
tribution on the chord line . 
The calculation of the flow field becomes very clumsy in 
practice if the vorticity and source d is tributions are not confined to a 
straight line. A new method is proposed and investigated; in this 
method, at each point on the camber line, the vorticity and source s 
a re assumed t o be distributed along a s traight line tangent to the cam -
ber line at that p oint, and corrections are determined to account for 
the deviation of the actual camber line from the tangent line. Hence, 
the basic calculation for the cambered airfoils is reduced to the 
simpler calculation of the straight line airfoils, with the equivalent 
straight line c;tirfoils changing from point to point. 
The results of the approximate method are com:?ared with 
numerical solutions for cambers as high as 25 per cent of the chord. 
The leaving angles of flow are predicted quite well, even at this high 
value of the camber. The present method also gives the functional 
r e lationship between the exit angle and the other parameters s uch as 
airfoil shape and cascade geometry. 
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In the present investigation, the two-dimensional, inviscid, 
and irrotational flow past a cascade of airfoils is studied. Notable ex-
amples of cascade arrangement are found in turbomachinery. There, 
cascades are used to deflect the direction of flow and to change the 
magnitude of the velocity as the fluid passes from upstream to down-
stream through lattices of airfoils . Although cascade arrangements 
are in use in radial flow machines as well as in axial flow ones, the 
discussion will hereafter be limited to the axial-flow turbomachinery. 
The relation between two-dimensional flow through a cascade 
of airfoils and the flow in an axial turbomachine is somewhat similar 
to the relation between two-dimensional flow around an airfoil and the 
flow around a three-dimensional wing. There are differences, howev-
er, that influence the type of information needed. The blades of an 
axial turbomachine extend between inner and outer annular walls, and 
in this respect operate as if they had end plates. On the other hand, 
the flow is neye r strictly two-dimensional relative to annular surfaces, 
because of the coupling of the centrifugal force field with the varia-
tions in the circumferential component of velocity. The flow field in 
the turbomachine is often strongly rotational, and although the radial 
component of vorticity is zero on the average, spanwise velocity com-
ponents may occur having the same effect as sweepback of a three-
dimensional wing. 
Practical examples of a cascade are also found in the flow -
deflecting_ devices in other technological fields, and such cascade ar -
rangements are called by various names according to their use --
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vanes, guides, or straighteners. Generally speaking, there are two 
important classes of cascade problems: direct and inverse problems. 
The direct problem is, given the inlet flow conditions and airfoil 
shape, to determine the flow field around the cascade . Conversely, 
in the inverse problem, one is interested in finding the airfoil shape 
such as to produce the prescribed pressure distribution along the 
blade surface under given inlet flow conditions. 
Only the direct problem is treated in the present work. Ac-
cordingly, the question posed is the following: how does the flow pat-
tern look for the fluid past a two-dimensional cascade of given airfoil 
shape under the give n inlet flow conditions? It is only natural to try 
to analyze this cascade flow as a perturbation of the flow past an is a -
lated airfoil. This is the approach taken by Robins on and Laurmann in 
ref. l. There, the analysis is valid only for low solidity, i. e., high 
spacing -chord ratio. Another approach is the limiting case of high 
solidity, i.e., low spacing-chord ratio. In this limit, the flow be-
tween two adjacent blades can be regarded as channel flow. Every-
where except near the leading edges, the streamlines within the cas-
cade are in a direction parallel to the blade surfaces, and this enables 
us to study such flow in a simple way. In most cascade arrangements 
of interest, however, the solidity is of the order of unity, and these 
cases cannot be handled adequately by either of the limiting approaches . 
Various attempts have been made to treat the cascade of so-
lidity near unity. According to the methods adopted, these may be 
r:.:_-,-=_::.=::::. ~=--~o :wo classes; conformal mapping and the singularity meth-
od. In the conformal mapping method, the airfoil shape in the physical 
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plane is mapped by a series of transformations into a circle, and the 
flow field around t he circle is determined. I n the singularity method, 
vortices and sources are distributed along the camber line of the air-
foil and the flow field is studied in the physical plane . 
Perhaps the most widely - known conformal mapping method is 
that of Garrick (ref. 2 ), published in 1944. This is essentially an ex-
tension of Theodorsen 1 s method (ref. 3) developed for isolated airfoils 
of arbitrary shape. In Theodorsen's method, the airfoil shape is first 
mapped into an i ntermediate mapping plane using the Joukowski trans -
formation. If the airfoil were a flat p late, the contour in the inter-
mediate plane would be a circle. In the case of an arbitrarily shaped 
airfoil, the contour becomes a pseudo - circle . This pseudo-circle is 
mapped into a true circle by second ary mapping, and the key of the 
problem is to find a suitable mapping function. Garrick followed the 
same procedure as Theodorsen ' s method, i . e . , first mapping the air-
foil shape in a cascade into a pseudo- ci r cle and then to a final true 
circle . In transforming a cascade airfoil into a pseudo - ci rcle, one 
must use some function other than the Joukowski transformation to 
take care of the periodicity of flow. F or this purpose, Garrick used 
the cascade mapping func tion, an exact transformation which maps a 
cascade of flat plates into a circle. Periodicity of the flow in the 
physical p lane is dealt with by the use of logarithmic functions in the 
mapping function. The final mapping from this pseudo-circle to the 
true circle is done exactly in the same way as T heodorsen ' s method. 
This method has several disadvantages in practical applica -
tions . These all stem from the peculiar features of the cascade map-
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ping function . The upstream and downstream infinities in the physical 
plane are mapped into two points close to the circle. The contour 
representing the blade surface is strongly distorted and very sensitive 
to errors near these points. It is difficult to transform the pseudo -
circle into a circle with rapid convergence. The se distortions make 
the conformal mapping technique unsuitable for practical purposes, 
particularly if the solidity is greater than unity. 
In an attempt to by-pass the difficulties encountered in con-
formal mapping methods, Schlichting and his collaborators made ex-
tensive investigation of a different approach, the singularity method. 
This is an extension of the classical ' thin airfoil ' theory to the air -
foils in a cascade . By thin airfoil is meant an airfoil of small thick-
ness and camber. Vortices and sources are located on the chord line 
instead of on the camber line, and the flow tangency condition is satis -
fied for the induced velocities obtained on the chord line. The method 
is discussed in more detail elsewhere; here, we merely remark that 
approximations valid for the single airfoil become cruder for airfoils 
in a cascade. Therefore, results based on Schlichting's method in-
volve inevitable errors ab initio, even for the case of a slightly cam-
bered airfoil to which his method is strictly applicable. 
Practical is alated airfoils have small camber ,and the approxi-
mation made by placing the vorticity and source distributions on the 
straight chord line is not seriously in error. The blades in cascades, 
however, have high camber in general, to conform to the large change 
in flow direction through the cascade. Conventional thin airfoil theory 
is not adequate; it is necessary to extend the theory to cambered air -
-5-
foils if it is to be useful. 
Recently, another approach requiring the use of a high-speed 
digital computer (refs. 6-8) has been quite successful. In this method, 
vortices are distributed on the surface of the airfoil. With a sufficient 
number of vortices (100 or more), one can obtain an accurate repre-
sentation of the flow even for thick airf oils. From the condition for 
tange ntial flow at the blade surface, the magnitudes of the vortices 
can be determined by direct numerical procedure. By this method, a 
cascade of any airfoil shape, thick or thin, at any solidity, can be 
studied with any desired accuracy. 
The availability of this method, however, does not provide the 
final answer to the problem. Being numerical from the beginning to 
the end, it cannot give any insight to the functional relationship be-
tween some desired characteristic and the various factors affecting it. 
In general , the designer is more in need of such functional relation-
ship in its simplest possible form rather than the detailed, accurate 
results for a few specific examples. Such functional relationship 
would enable him, firstly, to compute families of results for the dif-
ferent combinations of parameters, secondly, to study the optimum 
design condition analytically,and thirdly, to furnish guidelines for the 
systematic correlation of experimental data. Specifically, the main 
interest of the cascade designer in the flow analysis will be to find 
the d ependence of airfoil surface pressure distribution and the exit 
flow angle on parameters such as airfoil shape, cascade geometry, 
and inlet flow direction. The velocity or pressure distribution is 
important in estimating the boundary layer behavior over the airfoil 
-6 -
surface. 
Because induced drag is of no importance in the turboma c hine , 
optimum performance of the blades occurs at a muchhigher lift coef -
ficient than for a three -dimensi onal wing . The pres sure distribution 
on the blade surfaces i s at l eas t helpful in estimating the stall margin 
for the cascade . 
Aside from pressure distribution, the designer needs to know 
the overall performance of the cascade quite accurately, and for th is 
purpose the leaving angle is the most convenient parameter (ref. 18}. 
The leaving angle gives the deflection of the flow through the cascade, 
and it is found to be not strongly dependent on incidence angle . Hence, 
it is a better indicator of overall performance than the lift coefficient, 
for instance, which varies appreciably with inc idence angl e. It is 
clear that one cannot expect accurate information for pres sure distri -
bution near the leading edges of the airfoil. Such information cannot 
be found easily for the isolated airfoil , and for airfoils in a cascade 
the situation i s worse. Knowl edge of the flow close to the leading edge 
of the blade, however, is of little practical u se cornpared with similar 
knowledge for the airplane wing . 
One should be able to predict the exit angle through analytical 
treatment, because it is largely d e termined by the general outline of 
the airfoil and cascade geometry; local leading edge contours have 
s mall effect on the flow downstream. Methods used in the past have 
not been very successful. For example, in Schlichting 's work, loc . 
cit. , it is possible to express exit a ngle in terms of incidence angle 
only after all ·othe r parameter s are given in numbers explicitly. 
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Further, his work is applicable only to slightly cambered airfoils in 
the cascade . Therefore, the principal objective of the present study 
is to develop a theory without restriction to small camber that will 
predict exit angle and pres sure distribution with reasonable accur acy 
and a minimum of numerical computation. 
A remark about the degree of accuracy needed is pertinent 
here. The Reynolds number for blades in a turbomachine is lower 
than that appropriate to an airplane wing by a factor of l 00 or more. 
Hence, boundary layers are relatively much thicker; this, combined 
with unavoidable e rrors in manufacture of blades and damage i n oper-
ation, implies that there is little point in attempting a very exact 
theory of flow around blades of precisely given contour. 
A brief outline of the present method is given below. The 
singularity method is adopted here. The essential difference between 
the present singularity method and those of Schlichting and Mellor is 
that the sources and vortices are distributed on the cambe r line of 
airfoils in the cascade instead of on the straight chord line. The 
calculation of the flow field becomes very awkward in practice, how-
ever, unless the vortices and sources are not confined to a straight 
line. At a point on the camber line of an airfoil in a cascade, the 
major contribution to the induced velocity comes from the sources and 
vortices located near the point on the same airfoil. This contribution 
can be represented approximately by the source and vorticity distri -
bution on the straight l ine tangent to the airfoil camber line at that 
point . Therefore , at each point on the camber line, the vor tices and 
sources are f i rst assumed to be dist ributed along the tangent line, 
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and corrections are made to account for the deviation of the actual 
camber line from the tangent line and for the velocities induced by the 
other airfoils in the cascade. Hence, basically, the calculation is 
reduced to the similar case of straight line airfoils, with the equiva-
lent straight line airfoils changing from point to point. From the 
flow t a nge ncy condition, the strengths of source and vortex distribu-
tion are determined. 
-9-
II. THEORY AND ANALYSIS 
In this part, first the problem will be defined and formulated 
by distributing the vortices and sources on the camber line. Then, in 
section 2, the technique of the method of 'tangent slope, ' as it is called 
in the present work, will be introduced for the simplest case of the 
isolated airfoil. Then, before applying this method to the cascade 
problem, several preliminary steps will be described in sections 3 
and 4. In section 5, we will see the application of the tangent slope 
method to the cascade problem with some ensuing discussion in sec-
tions 6 and 7. In sections 8 and 9, the boundary condition and the 
method of satisfying it will be discussed. In section 10, the main 
steps of the calculation procedure will be summarized. 
1. Formulation of the Problem. 
In Figure 1, the fluid approaches the cascade from far up -
stream with velocity q-1).. at an angle 0(1).. and l eaves far downstream 
of the cascade with velocity at an angle o(J_ • The vectorial 
mean of and C[J.. 1s called the mean velocity at a mean 
angle o<,._ Although usually and o(u are the given quanti-
ties, it is more convenient to regard and O(,m as given for 
theoretical treatment. The conversion of these mean values to Cfv... 
and can be made easily once the circulation around an airfoil 
is determined. The angle which 'ft.<. makes with the tangent to the 
mean cambe r line of the airfoil at the leading edge is the incidence 
angle ct.,.;_ f3 is called the stagger angle, and if f is positive, 







Figure l. Cascade geometry and nomenclature. 
y CAMBER LINE 
c 
Figure z. Airfoil Sections. 
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The spacing chord ratio is s , and the reciprocal of s is called 
solidity. As f or the airfoil section, the chord c connects the two 
points of greatest curvature, the leading and trailing edges. A cam-
ber line ,YoCx) is specified along the chord and, normal to the cam-
ber line, the profile thickness tCx) is superposed, see Figure 2. 
The fluid is assumed to be in steady, inviscid, irrotational 
flow. The flow at infinity is uniform. 
If the airfoil is thin, the induced velocity at a given point 
i£ =X+ i.)' can be obtained by distributing vorticity a and source m 
ove r the camber of each airfoil. From the periodicity of the cascade 
flow, the strength of these singularities is the same on each airfoil at 
the correspoinding points. If the position at which these singularities 
are located on the Oth airfoil is X 1 + iyoC><,) = z. 1 . , then the cor-
d · . · h Nth . f 'l b . respon 1ng po1nt on t e a1r 01 can e g1ven as :x: 1 + n-KscsiKn~ + iy .. cx) 
-riKnKsc·Cos~ , and the induced velocity at is 
U.- iff=-· 1-Jc m.cx,) + iJ (Cx.>)(C z.- zKKI-ns~Ksin~- insc cosp) J..l, 
2Tt n--oo 
( 2. 1) 
where d.l, is the segment of camber line, and the integration is 
carried out over the entire camber line. 
The sum inside the integral can be identified as the hyper-
bolic cotangent function (ref. 9), and the above relation can then be 
rewritten as 
u- i-&-. - 1- <:F~ ( (m(x,) + io'cx.)) Goth[ JT. (L -~KF c i~gdK£1 2SC j SC (2. 2) 
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It is convenient here to change the integration variable from to 
x 1 and define 'modified 1 source and vorticity as 
((x.) J.i, = r'(x.)d..x, } (2. 3) 
Then (2. 2) becomes 
c 
u-itr- O~C e.i1c2(m'cx.)-1-i,('(x ,))c..oth[ rrE:c-w•lei~gCKxI (2.4) 
-T 
2. The Case of the Isolated Airfoil of Zero Thickness : Method of 
Tangent Slope. 
To illustrate the main idea of what, in the present work, is 
called the 'method of tangent slope, ' consider the simplest case of 
isolated a irfoil of zero thickness . This corresponds to S- oo ,)Tl.'e o in 
(2. 4) of the previous section. 
U- i tr = -~:} ~ ( '(x,) - - 1--J_X, 
2 7C ,g- z, 
c 
-T 
Let Z == Z.o be the point on the camber line; then the induced ve -
locities on the camber line Uo, LJ;; are given by 
?).o - i'l% = __;__ ( fr 'cx.J . 1 . d.x, 27r.Jc Eu-1-vFDoEugj-E><I+D~-FoExIFg 
-r 
(2. 5 ) 
Now, even if _joCX) is a relatively simple polynomial, it is difficult 
to carry out this integration. To ove rc orne this difficulty, expand the 
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camber line Yo(><,) about X. in a Taylor series. 
1 CnJ (X ) n 
- fiT )o (X) 1 - X -- ·- ·· · 
Then 
X- X 1 + i ( y.,(X)-YoCXr)J 
( X >< ..f 1 ·" '(x) ~ .v"(x)( i CJJ , · n-1 ,_, 
= - ''L +1.1./o -z./" X-X,)+6Jo rx)(X-Xr) +----r n~E-1F /orn1(x-)(X-X,) 
+-----] 
- (f + i-Jo'(x)j(x-X.o)[ I-( i 1 ?:<~~Ex}u -Xr)- ~ lo0_l(x) (X_ x.j'"-t ---. f ""1- 1J Jo'(X) 
+ _i_ ( - tl y}"'(x> (X - x,r-'-t --- -jl 
n! t-+t.J</(X) j 
and 
X- Xl+i(y.cx)- )'o(X•J] 
X _ ( _i_ ){,"(X) _ _ i 
I 2 1-+iJ.'(x)(X Xr) 6 vi~lExF .1 L ( ., J• (x) n-'J . (.l(-Xr) +-- · ·· +- - 1) . (X-X,)+·· 1 -+ 1. y,'(X) n: 1 -+ t y.'(x) 
I I 
1 + 1- jo' (x) · -x-.L...,-x=-1-
In the last step, the formula --.!....,----Ea.."' I - a. ln•O is used. Carrying 
out the expansion in the bracket, one gets 
-14-
f 
X-X,+ i(Y., (X) - .>;:CX.Jj 
[ 
. ,, • ~ . y (3J ( . Y') 
1- ..)' 0 ( ) I -3 )'0 - 2. '(, /o I -1- t, ,(" ( _ X ) 2 
x 1 -t- T l+i)'cf x..-x, -t-72 · (I + iY.,'F x ' 
-t- - G i X.(5'1 ( I + i '/o'J3- ( 2o ( )'aCJt + ..3 o FDoD~ g}~gFE I + i J.f + 1 o i X'';,- (o(}1 ( 1 + i/o')+ 4.5 "jo' 4 
720 (I + i. ]o')"'· 
x(x: - x,y*' 
+ [ 2. i fi"l( I+ iKgoDF"~-+E1O FDKK ~ y.<sJ+ 20 yKr~gKy/eFEf + ~goDf- ( 4pi~DDfKg/4-4 6o i )'ol/ Ezau~> 
X ( f -1- ~ 'j,}/- I 20· (X,nl)131( I+ i 'jo') -t- 4Si (X,''Yjx I . 
1-44 0 (/ -+- 1.. JoY 
x (x- x ,y+ -- ·- J 
It is t o be noticed here that all the derivatives in the bracket( 
J 
are evaluated at the point X and independent of the integration 
variable x, 
Thus, the induced velocities (2. 5) can be written in the follow-
ing form . 




+ - (,3 + -+ z-~ /O ~ -TL-Jof-+ t.)'o '(. )( )' /., 3 . X 'IJ 4 (I 'f) v • ypJ . (4J( . ')tfT 
24 (I -+ i j/)4 { x, X - X, t:VI.t 
_ .f. 
;I. 
+ {- 6 i /o5 ' (I+ ~ Jo'/- E~o ~M1z +3o j/ Xr41)(1 + i J.'f+ q o D-u"DOKy-}~D (! +- ~ .fo) + -4s y.·j 
' 7 2 o (I: i ;1·11 ',·(x, )(x- "' !' dx, 
-y 
+ [ 2i)'o(G)( f + iJo't+ (!2J:' }o(S)+ 20)'.13'-.Jo(4))(/-+ iJo')3- ( 4St ()'o"fJo(4)i' SoiKg/D{gm~O 
X ( I + i Jo'/- I 2 0 ( jo''J-3-yt>J ( / + rj..') -r 4Si ~DjRg 
c. 
x 1440 Ef~ igKDF•f~ DExIFEu- X•)'Jx, t -- -- l (2. 6) 
-T 
Notice that due to Taylor series expansion of the camber line about ~ 
all the factor s associated with Yo are taken outside of the integral 
and the integrand involves only x - X 1 and vorticit y r/ ' and once 
the form of (/ is given, they are in forms ready to be integrated. 
The above express i on for the induced velocities has a simple 
p hysical interpretation. If one considers the velocity due to the first 
term in the bracket, 
(1) • ~ (1) 1t 
1./..o - '!t o = Z'TL I f (X,) 1 11 I dx I + i)'o'(x X - X 1 
-2 
( 2. 7) 
then, for the special case of jo' (X) = O , this reduces to. 
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. r%: .,{ 
zfr-Jc /O~; x, , and this is the familiar induced velocity on 
--,: 
the chord due to the vorticity distributed over a flat pJ ;~ te lying alo ng 
x axis. In the general cas e of Y,'(.x:) + 0 (2. 7) can be identified 
as a rota.tion of this flat plate in such a way that it becomes tangent to 
the camber line at point X where the velocity on the camber line is 
computed, as shown in Figure 3. T his can be demonstrated in the 
following way. Equati ng the real and imaginary parts of both sides of 
equation (2. 7 ), one gets 
c 
<•J _ -'- · yo'(><) ~O '!'(x,)dx1 




Vo =--27[ g~ / J I 1 (X,)o..X, I -r EjKKDEx~ X- X1 
-T 
-1 1 _(% d(x.)dxt 
= 27[ . (I+ J.,''Jjs.. >< - X, 
(2. 8) 
2. 
On the other hand, let us consider the induced veloc ity at point p due 
to the vorticity at Q, with the same strength as at the corresponding 
point Q' on the camber line, but instead distributed on the straight-
line S axis, which is tangent at p to the camber line. Then, in 
coordinates, 






1); = _ ~gy 'r (x, )dx, 
? 2.7C X -X, 
c 
-y 
Transforming to X ,y coordinate system, 
yo' - ( ~ ((x, )d.x, 
(I -r Jo')f_) £ .>< - X, 
.2. 
Comparing these expressions with equation (2. 8), we see these ex-
pressions are identical. Hence, we can concl ude that the first term 
in the velocity equation of (2 . 6) is due to the vorticity w i th the same 
strength as at the corresponding point on a curved camber line, but 
distributed on the tangent to the mean camber line at the point where 
the velocity is being evaluated. The remaining terms are all correc-
tion terms to this fi rst one, and each has its own physical meaning: 
the second term is due to the single vortex, the amount of which is 
equal to the total circul ation. This single vortex is located on the 
concave side of the camber line, because by the first term the vor-
ticity distribution is displaced from the camber line to the tangent 
line, which is located on the convex side, and the second term, the 
largest of all remaining terms, must be placed in such a way as to 
cancel this effect . The third t erm is due to the moment of vorticity 
or doublet, ; the fourth term is due to the triplet, and so forth. Usu-
ally, the firs t term gives the most significant contribution, and from 
its characteristic feature, the Taylor series expansion leading to 
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equation (2. 6) is called the 'tangent slope 1 method in this study. The 
rate of convergence of series expression in (2. 6) will be examined in 
Part I II; in t he following sections , the 'tangent slope 1 method will be 
applied to the cascade problem. First, let us study the nature of the 
singularity of the integrand in the cascade. 
3. Two Types of Series Expansion of the Cotangent Hyperbolic Func -
tion in the Int egral for the Cascade . 
For simplicit y, let S be define d as 
then equati on (2. 4) can be written as 
c 
U. - i1J" - z~c e ;1( m '(x,) + i Y '(x,)) cath '5 ( i!, Z,) dx,, 
-y 
i!. = x-r iY I i!., =X I -r tjo (x.) 
Now the only singular ity of the integrand in (2. 9) comes from the 
(2. 9) 
point z = z , namely, if we fix the point z. to be a point on the 
th 0 blade, X= i!:o- X + iyoCX) , then the singularity occurs when 
the integration variable X, crosses the point x . The form of the 
singularity at the point Z:.o in question is apparent from equation 
(2. 1 ), for from t hat equati on , the singular term at Z.o is found to be 
given by n = o 
i.e . , the velociti es i nduced by the sources and 7ortices on the airfoil 
where the point Z-o is also situated. Such singular behavior of the 
integrand can be brought out in explicit form, if we expand coth S 
near z.- z, or 5 = o (e. g. ref. 10 ). 
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where the En.. 's are Bernoulli numbers. The first term of the ex -
pansion gives the above - mentioned singularity of the isolated airfoil, 
and the corrections to this are provided by the rest of the se ries. 
When s is small, a few terms in this expansion provide a good ap-
proximation. 
Since the radius of convergence of this series is :n: , the 
validity of (2. 10) over the entire chord is restricted to 
or 
( 2 . 1 1) 
But since I i! - ..Cdm"'->< = C the expansion above is valid over the 
entire chord line only i f s > Thus, except for cascades of 
high spacing-chord ratio, expansion (2. 10) cannot be u sed over the 
entire chord, and another type of expansion of cochs for large 5 
is needed. This is 
GothS (2. 12) 
Res >a 
The leading term of the right hand side corresponds to the limiting 
case of 5 - o-o i.e., S- 0 for a finite value of ~ - Z t 
Physically, 5 __,.. 0 means a closely-spaced cascade, and in this 
case, instead of the discontinuous vorticity distribution along the 
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direction parallel to the cascade axis for a finite spacing s , the 
vorticity distribution becomes uniform - - in other words, smeared 
out - - along the cascade a xis. The remaining terms correct for the 
periodicity of vorticity distribution for the finite spacing s 
These two expansions, (2. 10) and (2. 12), of the same function 
c.oths are suitable in different ranges of s and to evaluate the 
integral of equation (2. 9), the chord line is split in such a way that 1n 
each division w e can r e place c.oth S by the correspondingly appro-
priate form . Hereafter, equation (2. 10) type expans i ons are called 
inne r expansions, while those like (2. 12) are called outer expansions, 
denoting each with subscripts -z., and o respectively. Then (2. 9) can 
be written into two integrals as 
V.o(x) -ivo(x) = O~c eKl~l ( mDEuIF+~rDExI~EcothFFidxI 
+_I_ eKl~ l(m'(x,) + ~tDEx•gFE coth5 )0 dX, 
2SC. ) 0 
-D-e;~ ( ( m'(x,)+t-('Cx,)J(_!__ + ~~ --' 1:3-+ -··)dx1 25C. F~ s 3) 45) 
+ -
1 
- e ;~ ( C m'(x,) + ir'(><,))( 1 + 2 els-+ 2 ~pKIK --· )dx1 2SC jv 
4. Range of Inner and Outer Expansion. 
( 2. 13) 
In this section, we study the method of determining the range 
of the inner - outer expansion. Near $ = o , the inner expansion of 
equation (2. 10) is valid, while for lsi::> f , an equation (2.12) type 
outer expansion is suitable. In t he overlapping region where the two 
types of expansion are both valid, however, there is no unique way to 
determine which expansion is preferable . For example, if one type 
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of expans i o n results 1n easier integration along the chord up to the 
higher order terms, then it might be wise to widen the range of such 
expansion within the overlapping region. But whate ver the choice of 
range might be, the :(inal induced velocity of equation (2. l3) should be 
independent of such choice. In reality, however, this would be so 
only if the infinite series are kept in their full form, and when one 
truncates such series expansions, then the final approximate ex-
pression for the induced velocity does depend on the choice of inner -
outer expans ion range. Nevertheless, we can anticipate that even 
such approximate velocities would not be too sensitive to the choice 
of such range. This is because such velocities consist of outer and 
inner expansion integrals, and if the range of inner expansion inte-
gral is taken to be narrower, then compensation will be made by 
widening the range of outer expansion. Such cancelling effect does 
not appreciably influence the sum of these two integ rals . 
Now l et us firs t decide how to truncate the series expansions . 
As for the inner expansion series of equation {2. 10), after assuming 
prope r forms for sources and vortices, every term is found to be in-
t e grated, explicitly and without difficulty, and we can retain any 
number of terms as we like. But for the purpose of the present in-
vestigation of obtaining as simple a method as possible, it would be 
best to take as small a number of terms as possible. So let us try 
the first and second terms in the inner expansion, equation (2 . 10), 
(2. 14) 
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and choose the range of expansion in such a way as the other terms 
are negligible. 
As for the outer expansion, the terms of the form Oe:KzKn~ are 
found to make the integration difficult, so let us take only the first 
term in equation (2. 12), 
( coth S )0 = I ( 2. 15) 
and again we hope that there exists a range of expansion where the 
remaining terms can be neglected. 
Of course, if we could not find a suitable range of 5 where 
both (2. 14) and (2. 15) are valid, then we would have to add extra 
terms, but as we will see in the next paragraph, such a range exists. 
First, consider the following problem, with f = o 
and 
i! =X· , Z 1 =XI 
5 = 7C (X -X,) SG 
Let us choose the range of exp ansion 1n such a way that coth'S can be 
best represented by (coth5 F~ and (co th 5 )o over the entire 




(cochs F~~ =+-~- -3-s 
FCs> = 
Ecoth~ )o- 1 !<' <~> < JL(x+%-) ~c-r ~ SC.. 
where n(X -Xcr) Scr = sc corresponds to the limit of inner expansion 
to the left of the fixed position of X Then the square of the er-
ror in expressing coths by F($) can be written as 
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Choose in such a way that E/· 1s a minimum, 
or 
( coth),,. - + - -f-scr)2.- ( coth~IIK- tf = o 
JC( ...J 
or 
I I 1 
- .5cr - 3 Scr = 0 
-ran'ffe o_/ inner 
ranffe of 
ou t:ic:r <.x:fa ns~ 
e_x fM?S wtt. 
0 Xcr X c 
T 
or 2 coth Sa -I - --1 - _l_s- - 0 s,,.. 3 J(( 
The first equation does not possess 
any real .Scr solution, while the 
second equation yields 
5cr=f·6100 
Similarly, it can be shown that the 
range of inner expansion to the right 
of x can be found to be the same 
as those to the left of X . The ref ore, 
(coCh S F~ = T -r -j-5 o <J 5 / < J Scr I 
(2. 16) 
(c..otlis )0 = 1 ) outside of the above range 
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7C I X- Xc1'1 - f. 64 0 0 
5C ( 2. 17) 
In Figure 4, the graph of c..oCh5 lS plotted against (coCh 5 F~ 
and (c.oth5)o The r e, it is seen that the inner expansion 
provides a good approximation over a large portion of the inner ex-
pansion r ange, while in the outer expansion r ange, the outer expan -
sion (coths )o give s a satisfactory approximation. The largest er-
ror between coth5 
S ~ Scr- 1 · 6400 
and two types of approximation occurs at 
, where 
( 0 vh 5 cr - f · 0 7 8 2_ I 
(coth5cth - I · f564 1 
and the discrepancies b etween the exact values and the two approxi -
mations are ahnost the· same and about 8 p er cent; the inne r expansion 
over - estimates the true value while the outer expansion under -
estimates . Thus, thes e two errors almost cancel each other in the 
integral evaluation of equation (2. 1 3 ). Furthern10re, the largest con-
tr ibuti on to this integral comes from the integ rand near x, = X or 
5 = 0 , and since inner expansion approximates well near such a 
point, these errors are almost completely negligible . We will see in 
Part Ill, after making comparison with the exact solution for the flat 
plate, that this i s indeed so. It might be noteworthy to add that the 
accuracy of this approximation does not change from a cascade of one 
solidit y to another, if we join the two expansions according to (2 . 16 ) 
and (2. 17 ). This is due to the fact that 5 is given as the ratio of 
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Figure 4. Approximation by inner-outer expans ion. 
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constant, then the degree of approximation becomes similar for the 
cascade of any solidity. 
Now the above method of determining the optimum expans ion 
range applies only to a particular simple configuration related to the 
cascade. For the general case of a staggered and cambered cascade, 
we should compute such a r ange case by case; but such a procedure 
w ould complicate the problem. Instead, it is more useful for the 
present purpose to determine the range of expansion in some simple, 
uniform manner. This we will do by simply assuming that the ex-
pansion range Xcr , determine d by (2. 17) and a function of both posi-
tion on chord x and spacing-chord ratio 5 is applicable to a cas-
cade of staggered, cambered airfoils. We will see,in Part III, 
numerical justification of this assumption, too. The validity of this 
somewhat crude determination of expansion r ange c omes from the 
aforementioned insensitivity of final results to such a split-up. Hav-
ing determined the expansion range, we will apply the method of 
tangent slope to the cascade problem in the next section. 
5 . Application of Method of ' Tangent Slope 1 to the Cascade Problem. 
Truncating the series expression in the integral of equation 
(2. 13) according to section 4, one gets 
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'Uo (X ) - i-1J'o (.><) 
~ z~c e if j (m'(x,) + it'(x,J)( f + +s) dxl 
1.-
+ z~c eiifoEmDEuIF+~E DExIFF dKKx1 
= -
1
- ei~1 ( m'(x.) + ir'(X,)J[ :;IceK:~ + _.!.._ rrE~o -z,)eiAJ J..x 
25C i 1r(Zo-Z·) J sc \ I 
+ O ~M eifl (m'(X.)+i4'(x,))J.x, 
~ -'-j(m'(x,)+d'(x,)) 1 Jx, + 
2.TC .: Zo -z~ 
+ _ 1 -e;~ ( ( m'(X1) + U'(x.))d.x1 
2SC )o 
(2. 18) 
Now the first term in the equation corresponds to the isolated airfoil, 
and the method of 'tangent slope' of section 2 can be directly applied to 
evaluate the integral. 
As for the second term, we can use the similar technique of 
Taylor expansion about x , such as 
• .2 • 3 
l!.o- E, = (I+;_ Jo 1 (x))(x- x,)- ~ X''(x} (x- x.) + ~ y.01 (x) (X- x.) + -·· 
i n-1 (nJ( )n + nT(-1) . /o X)(x -x. + ---
Thus, (2. 18} can be written in the following form. 
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U.o (X) - i,'l);, (X) 
-
2
'-,c[ 1 ,j(m'cx.)+io'(x,))\ d.x, i D~ jc,) . , )' l+ iJo . 'Jx - x, + 2(/+ijod. m(x, +v((x.) o.><, 
v ~ 
+ -3)'., -2-z-;ol+r-/o (m'(x) ·r'( l''(- )d. II ~ . "'(3)( . '¥ 
I .z (I + i J·l t: I + v x, / X x, x, 
+ -.3 i 'jo"3 +"'1(/ -t 1-'jo)jo'' 'JP)-t- ~ 7o(4)( I + i, y;y 
24( I + iJ/)'f 
x j ( m'(x,)+- l.,o'(x,))(x -x,y-dx, 
+ [- 6 i )'ocs!( I + t, gKIDF~-_ ( 2o {)'oCJJf-+ ..30 )'o''·/oC4l)( I -t -lKjo~ O+ "{o iJ/'2 J/:J(/+ ~//F 
+ -4-5):'-t-J 72o(l +'iJdYJ(ml(x,)-+ d ''(x,J)(x -x,yd.xt 
+ [ 2 t, )oC'l( I+ i Jot-t (I 2 goD~ 'j}5 l-t 20 )P) J.C4!)( / + i J.f 
- ( 4Si ( J.# /Jo(4} -1- 6oi )'a'' ()'}302){1 + "-J/f- /20(Jct/- j/J(I -t- i )b') 
-+ 45i C:,F'! J 1~ ( 1 + t-y:fi( m1(x,) + i'r'(><,J)(x- x,y4d.x.1 + --- J 
+ w~cy-~}i~ [(I -+ i jo'£( m1(X,) + i.r '(x,))( x- x, )d.x, 
- i 'foj(m 1(X,)+ii''(x,))(x-x,yJ.x., 
-+ i x1(m'(x,)+ ,;('(x,))(x- x,ldxl +---
+-i:E- 1/-~ y}n1 (m'(x,)-t i-6'(><,))(x-x,tdXJ +- -- J 
+ 2 ~c e; f [ ( m' (x,) + if'(x,p J.x1 
( 2. 19) 
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Once the form of sources m'Cx,) and vortices are given, 
then all the integrals are in the forms ready to be integrated. In the 
next section, such forms will be discussed. 
6 . Series Form for S ource and Vorticity Distribution. 
Physically it is obvious that source m (X,) and vorticity r (><,) 
are the differences of the velocities normal and tangential to the 
camber line, respectively, when they are evaluated just off the cam-
ber line, 
where suffixes + and - denote just above and below the camber line, 
respectively. Mathematical proof of this relation for the case of iso-
lated airfoil is given in ref. 11, and the proof for the case of a cas-
cade is given in Appendix 1 of the present work. 
Introducing the auxiliary variable defined by 
-I(X) 8 = coS ~ (2. 20) 
we take this variable e to be positive for the point just above the 
camber line and negative for the point just below the camber line. 
Using this convention and dropping suffixes 
m<e) = jn (& ) - 1n( - B) 
r(e)- 1;v(e)- 'it(-e) 
Also, from Appendix 1, 
<{n (e) == -Tm (•J) = -cgn(-&)1 
crc<e)= -free)= -1(jc-a) 
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From these relations, 1n and 'ft are odd functions, and therefore 
m and I are also odd functions of e Thus, the modified singu-
larities m' and ( 1 are also odd functions of e 
As for the source distribution m , the total sum of these 
sources should be zero for the trailing edge to be closed. From the 
relation of equation (Z. 3 ); the total sum of the sources is equal to the 
total sum of modified sources, and thus m.' should satisfy 
( z. 21) 
Therefore, one should choose the form of m'(e) and r '(B) as the 
odd function of B , satisfying the closure condition. Assume modi-
fied sources to be Allen type series (ref. 12), as 
m'(e)- u""[bota.tL!l+LbnsinneJ .b,=-2bo 
2 n~l ' 
(2. 22) 
This series satisfies the above requirements,and the fi rs t term in the 
bracket corresponds to an isolated, thin, symmetrical Joukowski air-
foil. The unknown coefficients in this and in the following series are 
going to be determined from the flow tangency condition, as we will 
see later. 
Modified vorticity ~s assumed to be a Birnbaum type series 
(ref. 13 ), as 
(2. 23) 
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For the isolated airfoil, the first term corresponds to a flat plate at 
an angle of attack and the second term to a parabolic-arc airfoil with 
small camber. The singularity near the leading edge comes from the 
first term. 
. 
Notice m (2. 23) that r'( 0)= 0 ' i.e.' the vorticity distri-
bution has the zero value at the t r ailing edge, satisfying the Kutta 
condition automatically. Were it not so, the flow would turn around 
the trailing edge. 
Having assumed the form of the distribution of the singulari-
ties, we are now ready to perform the integration to obtain the ex-
plicit formula for the induced velocity. 
7. Explicit Expressions f or the Induced Velocity. 
Before substituting the series form obtained in section 6 to 
equation (2.19), we express the range of expansions obtained in sec-
tion 4 in terms of the auxiliary variable B • There, the range of 
inner expansion was given by 
(x-p, X+P] 
where 
TCP = 1· 6400 5C 
or, in terms of e 
where 
x + p = ~ c.os ( e - J,) 
x _ p _ ~ c.os c e + Jz.) 
The integral over the inner range 1 in equation (2. 19) should b e 
c a rrie d out within this range. The l e ft hand side of the limit of the 
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range can be written more explicitly as 
= a.rccos( t- t·o44os)-ar'C.Co.s ~ 
2. 
provided ~- t.o44oS ~~ 1 
2 
If / i -!·044osj> f , then the left hand side of the limit of inner 
expansion should not be extended beyond the leading edge, namely, 
S imilarly, 
J2, - TC- a.rcc.os ~ 
2 
provided 1 ; - ,.044051 > f 
d1 --arc cos ( t + 1· o 44os) -t arc co.S ~ 
2 
provided I ~ -t f·041-osj&r 
If I i + I· o440 s/ > I ' then the right hand side limit of inner ex-
pansion should not be extended beyond the trailing edge, i.e., 
dt arccos-f-
2 
provided ~ + f. 0 44051 > f 
2 
Correspondingly, the integral over the outer range i is carried out 
Within tWO Separated regionS OUtSide Of the inner range, ( 0 I e- d/ J 
and ( e + dz., 7r J . Notice once more that the r ange of expans ion at a 
point X is determined by the point X itself and the spacing-chord 
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ratio, S 
Now, with the assumed series form, it is clear that the inte -
grals of section 5, equation (2. 19), come out as the sum of the two 
terms proportional to c<.n and bn , respectively. Define 
1 ( m'(x,) + it'(x,))(x- x.t1x, 
=- u""[ ~ bn · Anf?l+~ La..n. Anm zc~Fm~ I 
n =o n:=o 2 m 
(2. 24) 
where Anm 's are all real and dimensionless. The similarity of the 
assumed form of the sources and vortices leads to the above results , 
where the same expression Anm appears twice in the first and sec-
ond series. The explicit forms of Anm and the following Bn will 
be given in Appendix 2. Also, write 
(2.25) 
where .B, are all real and dimensionless. 
The induced velocity can be written as 
where fn and 'ffn are real. We would like to obtain the explicit 
forms of jn and 1n , and this is accomplished, without loss of 
genera lity, by putting bn = o ) in (2. 26 ). Substituting 
(2. 24), (2. 25), and (2. 26) into equation (2. 19}, and equating the coef-
ficients of an on both sides of the equation, 
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' V It lj 2 • (3)( • 1) 
I A + 'l-Lo E~FA -.3:/o -Zt-'jo 1-+t-f.L(C)"Il 
1-t i'jf n( 2(1 -t- iJo'l \.2 n2 -t 12 (I+ iJo'Y 2 nn3 
''1*3 4(1 '"')'Y""(J) '"i.Vf)(l . ')2 + -.3 11 L" -t- -+ L .;o /" /" + v ./" \ -+ t- )'o (c )3 A 
24( 1 -+ i J.,)''· 2 n-+ 
+ {- 6 i y,csJ ( 1-+ i y:f'- ( 20 (j.GJ)'-t 3o jo'' J.<4Jj( I-t 1-Jof+ C{o i-Jo''2• j.(3> (I + i Jo') 
45"'' 4j 1 (c/An-
+ /• 'T2 o (I + i y:y TJ 5 
+ [ 2 i ~CC> ( 1 -+ i Jo'/+ ( /2 )'.''·}(:>)+ 2 o j,3 ' J.14>) (I+ i Jo'/ 
- ( 4Si EyK•?goE~g-+ Go; Jo''• ( J.01J(I + ~D}D/-1OM · (J/f Jo(3)( 1 + i Y,') 
+ 45 '-'C/o"Y j !440 Ef~ ig<>D!E~fAnS-+ --- J 
+ S~cy ~ 2 if i ((I+ igoDgE~}AnP- i Jo' E;/An4 + ~ JPJ@-t An5 
- 1KK~ Jo(•UQ-) 5An6'-+ --- · J 
Separating r e al and imaginary parts on the right hand side, one ob-
tains, for fn and 3n : 
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}n ( 1 ; /o i 5' ~F 
= O~ [ 1 };.,2 Ani-T E~"pD;K~~:Fc~F An2 
+ 2.'/oC3J(I-.3J/') -t EKKPFDc/f~-ODg/·urggu-PDftD-t-Fa1PF c 2. 
12.. ( 1 -r /l'f' (T) AnJ 
- { ( -3 j/' 3 + 4 y; )'.'' )'.(3) + ( 1- Dj/~ J.(4} (I- 6)'/Z-r 'j.'4) + ( -4 )'/· j,!! -2 'j/ fK4~ 
( 4fi'-t 4Y'J)l I ccJJA 
x- o /o ) 24(1+J.'')'f 27 n1 
-{f-6://'J(I-3)/}- 4o )'/·( 'jYJ)l__ 6o j/ J.I/·;J+J+ qo;tI"~ )'.CJJ} 
}<(I- /oj/ 2 -+SJ,'-f-) - i 6J.CsJ(3"j/-)'o'3)-2o ()'.CJlf(!-y/y 
- .30 J· 11· g}D~-gE !- J/l.) -10 )'.1· y,n. yj.JJ + 45 Y. l/ -f. r ( sy/- /0 .#1J + ;t'j,) J 
x (c )4A -
'T.Z.o(t+ Ji'.Y T ns 
+ { {- 't J.l 'j}61 ( / - )'/ ~ + ( 12 )'.'· )'.C5J +- 2o )13> J}41 }(I- 3 J/ J 
+2)/ ( 1-5(/."f J•("I-J+ 6o_){'· ~CPTF -12o()'/f)'o<.JJ J(6J/- .z.o)'o13-+6).'s) 
-{ Ogo~;Ef-SgIu-+ -p'4)+ (t2J. " )'.($-J+.zoJoc3;f.+J)(3J.1- J/V 
_ ( 4s (J. 'J).f+J + 6 o jov · (J_/JJ)) ( 1- J.' 9- 1 .zo (.Jc 'YyPJ ]/ + 45/j."' .f j 
x( I -15 )'o'2-t /Sj/4- )'.'')} 144o(/ ~ Yi' E:~f!1nS+ --- ] 
+ S~CFD [ ( - y.' con( - > in •p JC;}'An 3 +eo»~ -f) ''c;J'A n1 - co>'( f ;f.'{';: J A,-
..._ IKKI~ ,B I .'f(4J rc)>A , J 
' --- -l . . M/• (2. no-t --- · 
- -'- r.s:_) sin t3. f}/] 2..SC\Z ( 
(2. 27) 
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~ n ( ~ j )o i $ 1 ~ ) 
I [ I - X,/ ;.'' (c) A 
=; 2.rr - 1 + Yo'L Ani (I+ '1.'}2 2 n2 
( .Yj."z _ 2'j/. XGll)( 1 _ 3 y/z) -2 'j31 ( -3Jo1 + )'/l) (S...)2A 
-+ I ..z ( I -+ .X,'')-' \.2 nJ 
- { ( 4 )'/ i 31 -2 J/ ·p+J)( I -6 J/z.+ )'.'4)-( -3 /o"3 +4 'j.1· /.'' :y.c3)+( 1-)'/ z.) y_c+J) 
>< ( - 4Y.1 -+ 4-j.O)} 24(:-+ FDoD~1b~ JAn+ 
- [{ 6 J,CSJ( 3 y!- Jo'3) - 2o EgKEg~zE 1- 'j/')- 3o J.K. 'j/4J (I- J.'') 
- Cf o J/ 'j/'1 iJJ-+ 45 }."4 J ( I- I o )'.':z.+ Sjo'"'-) 
-+ {- 6 y?>( I -3 )/'-)- 4o j/ ( y.c'Y- 6o X'·/." J. C4J + <jo J.",z ;:Pj 
x ( S'j/- /O'ji3-+ J.'s) J TOoE/~FtKDD}-D~~fAns 
- { f - ?>),'· )'}61( I - )'-') + ( 12 FDKD~ y. CsJ -t- 20 )':31 J.'4J) (I - 3 Y.' ') 
+ 2 J.' ( 4S(J." fXC+J + 6 o J.'' (/o(3Jl)- 1 20()'-"l)'PJ /(1 -ts )':1._, JS),'"'-y;') 
+ { 2 'j0(6 ) (I- 6 ;.' 2 + j/4) + ( /2 J.''- j/.5) + 20 )'•(J) J.(4J) (3 J/-J-'9 
- ( 45(}.;/Jo(+J +Go J.'' {Jo1312}( /-)'/')- 120 (J."Y/•(3) J/ + 45()'o"J5j 
-" ( 6J/- 20 /•!J-+ 6 'f.'S') J 1440 ( /-t glOgEIb~FAnS + -- · ] 
- «;c !' [ ( co" f - } ' s•n ·~F~;:FDAn 3 + sin •rf ;:t "If )3 An< - ""'!' f :t"'!f Jilos 
+ Kpinl~ · O~ KuIE41E:~ YAn6 + --- - ] 
- _ 1_ f-..S;_) c.osli . Bl'} 
2SC \.2 C" 
( 2. 28 ) 
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jn and <jfJ are functions of position on the chord --f-
2 
, airfoil 
shape YaCX) and its derivatives, stagger angle 8 d · 
1_ , an spacing-
chord ratio 5 On! y the dependence on 5 is implicit, and this 
comes from the fact that the Anm are dependent upon :':> through 
As mentioned before, complete derivations of Anm 
and B11 are given in Appendix 2. The following are samples of Anm. 
Although Anm and .Bn are such simple combinations of 
logarithmic and trigonometriC functions and can be evaluated without 
difficulty for any 2 and s . , the numerical values of these co-
2 
efficients are tabulated in Appendix 3 as functions of the two parame -
ters 
c and S so as to facilitate the computation. Hence, once 
2 
the values of Anm and 8 11 are taken from these tables f or a given 
point X -c- and specified spacing-chord ratio s and 
2 
are expressed as functions depending explicitly on airfoil shape JoC><) 
and stagger angle ~ Thus , we can express the functional rel ation-
ship between the desired aerodynamic parameters and the other fac-
tors, once the spacing-chord ratio is specified. We w ill come back to 
this point in P a rt Ill, where a •• u mber of examples of such rela~ion-
s hips are given. 
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After fn and ~n are obtained, the induced velocities on the 
camber line can be determined from equation (2. 26) as 
( 2. 2 9) 
From the flow tangency condition on the surface of the airfoil, the co-
efficients bn determining the unknown strength of singu-
larities are obtained. In the following section, this boundary condition 
will be discussed. 
8 . Boundary Conditions. 
Since we are treating the fluid as inviscid, the boundary con-
clition on the surface of the airfoil is that the flow should be tangent 
to the slope of the airfoil sur-
face. For a thin airfoil, ex-
cept for the vicinity of the 
-~ 
-::::? ca.mber-l.;ne 
leading edge, the surface 
velocities can be obtained 
by superposing one-half of 
the strength of singularity on 
the velocity at a point on the 
camber line . Referring to the 
figure at the right, 
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velocity normal to the upper surface: 
(2. 30) 
velocity normal to the lower surface: 
(2. 3 l) 
Adding (2 . 30) and (2. 31), we get 
(2. 32) 
and physically, this means that the flux of fluid out of two adjacent 
surfaces normal to the camber line is balanced by the flow produced 
from the sources. 
Subtracting (2. 3 0) from (2. 31 ), we get 
ct. I d_t; 
6 m, n + 1o, f)- ;:l dl = 0 
( 2. 3 3) 
and this means that the velocity is not quite tangent to the camber line 
due to the unsymmetrical flow pattern on the upper and lower surfaces 
of the airfoil. For a thin airfoil, the term 
cept near the leading edge, where 
I >' J.t 
20d[ i s small , ex-
becomes infinitely large; 
else-where the velocity is almost tangent to the camber line. 
Expressing normal and tange ntial components of the induced 
velocity on the camber line by X, y components, u. and iJ;, 
which in turn are given in terms of a.n and bn by equation (2. 29), 
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we obtain 
1m,t ~ UDO CoSJo + Vco Sin_]o = ff!Y- ( 1 T 'j}bnr:X) 
ifo,t ~ ~[ &; t:tn Cjn-+ FDoD~nF-[:, bn( J'n-)'.'fn J] 
Substituting these into (2. 32) and (2. 33), 
(2. 34) 
L a.n (11]- Jo'fn) -t L bn Cjn + DgoD<~nF --1 * I 
n-o n•o d Z GV\ ,(1+ )'/' 
(2.35) 
Once the airfoil shape and cascade geometry are specified, the only 
unknown factors inthese equations are a.11 'sand bfl 's . Onere-
mark is pertinent here. It is usual in the isolated thin airfoil theory 
to simplify the boundary conditions (2. 32) and (2. 33 ). For example, 
the induced velocity 'lo, r; in the equation and the unsymmetrical term 
are ordinarily neglected and, more important, in aver-
sion of equation (2. 33), 
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the x component of the induced velocity Uo 1s neglected in com-
paris on with the undisturbed velocity Uoo Such lineari zation is not 
made in the present work in anticipation of the importance of some of 
these terms in cascade flow. This point will be taken up again in Part 
III, but in pas sing, let us see in the following paragraph that the re-
sults of the isolated thin airfoil theory can be formally recovered, 
without making these assumptions a priori. 
For simplicity, consider the isolated airfoil of small camber 
and zero thickness. Then t(x) =- o and from (2. 34), 
and equation (2. 35 ) becomes 
r.. CLn ( 1n - j.'fn) = )'o1- tan o<. 
n-o 
( 2. 36) 
From equations (2. 27 ) and (2. 28), we get for the isolated airfoil, i.e., 
s-oo' 
for small camber 
to the first order of E Now, from Appendix 2, Ant can be ob -
tained by putting ~D = e and J,- rc -e for ~----+ """D , yielding 
Ant= JlCoS ne 
(2. 36) becomes 





an =--:;r o y/ c.osne· J.e ( n£ f) 
These final results are the familiar ones for the case of the 1thin air-
foil theory 1 for an is alated airfoil, valid up to the order €. 
Now, in this special case, the boundary condition (2. 36) 1s 
satisfied everywhere on the chord. In the general case of a highly-
cambered airfoil, if we try to satisfy {2. 34 ) and (2 . 35) everywhere on 
the chord line by a method such as Fourier analysis, the procedure 
would lead to a more complicated result, and the numerical work does 
not justify the higher accuracy that might be attained. Instead, the 
collocation method is adopted here. Namely, by computing jn 
"' d..t /C I d.X , and st.nn£> at a suitable number of discrete 
points on the chord and truncating the series at the corresponding 
number of terms in {2 . 34 ) and {2. 35), linear simultaneous equations 
for the an 1 s and bn 1 s are obtained. Of course, if we increase the 
number of such •control points 1 - - the points where the boundary con-
ditions are satisfied - - then presumably the accuracy of the values of 
a~ and bn obtained would improve. For practical purposes, how-
ever, there is no need to take the number of control points more than 
necessary for reasonable engineering estimates. The choice of num-
ber of control points is discussed in the section following. 
Before leaving this section, a final remark is in order. Notice 
tha t equa tions (2. 34) and (.2. 35) are linear with respect to attack angle 
t/t:(no< ; the fact enables us to separate ( 2. 34) and {2. 35) into two parts, 
one independent of o1 • and one proportional to If we express 
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aK~ and b fJ as 
an - cx'n -+ ~fF K "ta.no< 
bn = o</ + fn*· ta.n<X ( 2. 3 7) 
then equations {2. 34 ) and (2. 35 ) can be decomposed into two sets of 
equations , each set independent of the other, i.e., 
(2. 38 ) 
{2.39 ) 
Once · o<n o<n* , and fl are determined from these 
equations, dn and ·bn are computed for any arbitrary attack 
angle c:X and thus we can obtain an explicit functional relationship 
involving · c< 
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9 .. Choice of Control Points. 
It is clear from the very beginning that the choice of control 
points involves some arbitrariness . We re q uire that such control 
points be well distributed ove r the chord and representative of the 
general shape of the airfoil, but otherwise there is no unique way of 
d etermining the distribution of such points . If a poi nt p is a control 
point, then any other points in the neighborhood of p can take the 
place of p There are ce rtain points, however, which cannot be 
used as control points. The leading edge and its neighboring points 
cannot be candidates for control points, because there the previous 
formulation of boundary condition is invalid. Also, for the series 
form of source distribution assume d, the trailing edge cannot be used 
for such a pur pos e unless the trailing edge has a cusp. This arises 
from the fact that at 8 = o , the source strength at the left hand side 
of equation (2. 32) becomes zero, while the right hand side does not 
vanish unle ss d..t 
zr.=O Otherwise, any other points can be chosen 
for control points. I n ref. 4 , Schlichting uses the 'three - quarter 
chord method ' to determine such points . These are the points chosen 
in such a way as, for n-points collocation, the chord is divided into 
rt equally - spaced segments, and for each segment a control point is 
allocated at three-quarters of the segment. For example, for three -
:>< I I 







F or four- point collocation, they are l ocated at t ·- --;:-
, and , and so forth. 
As is well known, this three-qu Ct. rter method comes from an 
attempt to imp rove Prandtl ' s lifting line theory so as to obtain chord -
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wise distribution of load. In the Prandtl 1 s lifting line theory, a single 
vortex is placed at the aerodynamic center of the airfoil, which is 
about one -quarter chord from the leading edge. To see the special 
meaning of the three-quarter point, consider the simple case of the 
flat plate at an angle of attack. Let I' be the magnitude of circula-
tion of the vortex, and we try to determine r by satisfying the 
boundary condition at a single control point. If we happen to choose 
the three-quarter chord point as such a point, then the downwash 
there, \J-0 , is given by 




~ = Uoo Sino< 
r - TCC Uo0 .si.nO( 
, we get 
and this agrees with the exact result. Therefore, the three-quarter 
point is the best single collocation point to obtain the overall aerody-
namic factors for a flat plate . 
Since concentration of lift in one vortex does not furnish infor -
mation about the chordwise distribution of the load, an attempt was 
made to imp rove this by u sing two or more vortex l ines . In ref. 15, 
Wieghardt generalized the above approach. For a number fl of 
vortices r; , G. , . . . and Pn , he put a lifting line at the quar -
ter points of the n equal divisions of the chord and satisfied the 
boundary condition at each control point located at the three-quarter 
point of the segment. F or the flat plate, the sum of the circulations 
r = n ... r;_ + ---·+ Pn can be shown to be the same as the exact 
magnitude of the circulation (ref. 16). 
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It is obvious, however, that the advantage of the three-quarter 
method is a result of ~he particular distribution of vorticity on an iso-
lated flat plate, and for the more general vortex distribution for a 
cascade such as treated in this investigation, the method loses some 
of its significance . The best that i t can offer in this case is to pro-
vide us some conventional standard for determining the control points . 
Any other well - distributed points could be u sed for control points, and 
in the preliminary numerical experiments performed by changing the 
position of control points, the results obtained by the three-quarter 
method are found to be no better than those by d ifferent choice of 
control points. But since we apparently do not have a way to deter-
mine a method definitely superior, i n the present study the t hree -
quarter method is adopted. In Appendix 3, the values of Antn are 
tabulated at the lower part of the table at the control points corre-
sponding to three- and four-point collocation chosen according to the 
three-quarter method. 
10. Summary of Calculation Procedure and Various Aerodynamic 
Parameters . 
In this section, we give a brief summary of steps of calcula -
tion procedure developed so far . They are: 
( 1) decide the number of control points JJ and choose them 
according to the three-quarter method; 
( 2 ) compute the derivatives :Jo 1 J )'o'') - - - -· from the given 
camber line equation at these points; 
(3 ) calculate fn and ~n in equations (2. 27) and (2. 28) at 
the control points for n = o to N for given solidity 
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Anm 1 S in these expressions are tabulated in Appendix 3 
as functions of solidity and collocation points); 
(4) compute d..C d..x from the thickness distribution equation; 
( 5 ) s ol ve o( n , ~n and o<n~ , fn~ from equations (2. 38} 
and (2. 39); the number of oln 1s and 8n1s are N , re-
I 
spectively, while the number of o< n;~K 1s and f/'s are 
N + f , respectively. The additional coefficients o<~tl 
and * (31'1+/ come from the fact, by the closure condition, 
that b, is not independent but given by b, ~- 2 bo ; and 
(6) determine an< n = o, H-1) and .bn (n = o , N) from equation 
(2. 3 7 ). 
Once Cl..n and bn are determined, various aerodynamic parameters 
can be deduced easily in the following way. 
surface velocity and pressure distribution: 
1-± ~ ( 'fm, C r Cfo, tJ 1:. -1- () - y I ~;ff [I -+ j.,'ta.no{ -t nfo d.n (jn + j/ ~nF 
-L bn (jn - 'ft'jn):: l (b tan~ \Z bnsinroJl 
n•o 'j 
The± sign in the brackets corresponds to the upper and lower surfaces, 
respectively. From the Bernoulli equation, the pressure distribution 
on the surface can be computed. 
circulation and lift coefficients: 
r ~j rJt i~Dgx = ~ 7t u~ ( ao+ -:fa.) 
2 
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or, expressing ao and a. 1 in terms of oln and ~~ , 
From the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, lift perpendicular to mean ve-
locity Cfm can be given by 
and the lift coefficient is expressed by 
(L =- L - rc [ (clo + o(,) CoSo(+ ( t3o + ~F .s ~no<z iJ1,;c 2_ ~ 2 
zero-lift angle and ideal angle of attack: 
The zero lift angle J is expressed as: 
o<'o + ;;.2 o(l 
0o + h ~f 
The ideal angle of attack, . defined as the angle at whic h the velocity is 
finite at the leading edge (shockless entry in steam turbine terminol-
ogy), can be obtained by putting a.o = o , i.e., 
ta.nJ*=-- oto 
~M 
upstream and downstream directions of flow: 
The upwash at infinity parallel to the frontal line of the cascade is 
given by r 25(.. Thus, referring to Figure l, 
F' 
sin (o(+e)- 2.SCCffJJL 
co s Co< + (3) 1 
I' 
.sin (o<-r e) + TSCfm 
cos(o<+r) 
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III. .RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results based upon the theory developed in Part II are dis -
cussed here. For convenience, the cascades are divided into three 
classes according to the camber; slightly, moderately, and highly cam-
bered cascades. A slightly cambered cascade is one which deviates 
slightly from the flat plate. A moderately cambered cascade is one 
with a maximum camber of about 10 per cent; cascades with greater 
camber than this are referred to as highly cambere d cascades. 
In section l, the present method is compared to the known ex-
act solution for the flat plate cascade and is found to be in close a-
greement. The next three sections deal with the slightly cambered 
cascade. First, Schlichting's method is outlined and its weaknesses 
discussed. In section 3, an example of the functional relationship of 
the exit angle with other parame ters is derived. _In section 4, as an 
aside, the formula for widely spaced cascades is deduced and the re-
sults are found to agree with those given in other references. In sec-
tions 5 and 6, the cases of moderately and highly cambere d c ascades 
are studied numerically by hand and compar ed with the results ob-
tained by the direct use of a digital computer. The comparison indi-
cates that the present method can predict the overall factors with 
reas enable accuracy. In section 7 , and example of the functional re-
lationship of the exit angle to other parameters is derived for highly 
cambered cascades. In the final section, closely spaced blades are 
discus sed. 
l. Case of the Flat Plate Cascade. 
In section 4 of Part II, the optim um range of two different types 
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of expansions is determined. First, the optimum range for the un-
staggered flat-plate cascade is determined; this result is applied to 
the staggered cascade . In this section, a numerical investigation is 
made concerning the validity of this optimum range for the case of 
the flat-plate cascade of zero thickness, which has been solved ex -
actly by conformal mapping. According to the present method, (2. 28) 
is reduced, for the flat plate, to 
I TC. f_ c )' I (_ c ) 
'!" =- 27CAn1- dEscp:CoRO~·EO An3- 2 .sc(2 cos~·Bn (3. l) 
Of these terms, the Ani An3 and Bn are affected by the choice 
of expansion range. T he Cl.n 's are determined from equation (2. 35), 
which becomes, in this case, 
L C1.n ~n =- ta.no<, .bn.=. 0 for all n (3. 2) 
n=o 
If we take the number of control points to be three, then, according to 
the three -quarter method, they are X c =- 0· s ' o. !6 66 7 , and 
:z. 
0. ~PP 3 Corresponding to the ?Ptimunl. range , the necessary 
values Ani An3 and Bn at the control points are read from the 
tables of Appendix 3, the 'Jn 's are computed, and equation (3. 2) can 
be solved for a, , and a... . The comparison of the results 
obtained by the present method and the exact conformal mapping 
method are made in Figures 5 and 6 for the unstaggered cascade of 
~=M Figure 5 is for a solidity of unity; that is, a spacing-
chord ratio of 5 = t • 0 Figure 6 is for a solidity of two. It can be 
noted in these figure s that the agreement between the p resent method 
(approximate ) and the conformal mapping method (exact) is extremely 
-1.0 
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_[__ = 1.8343 ·sin a (EXACT THEORY) 
Cqm 
= 1.841 I ·sin a (PRESENT METHOD) 
~ 






s = 1.0 
/3 = 0 deg. 
a= IOdeg. 
ai = 18.7 de g. 










Figure 5. Unstaggered cascad~ of flat-plate airfoils 
with S = 1. 0. 
-1.0 
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Cr = 0.9963 ·sin a {EXACT THEORY) qm 







s = 0.5 
/3 = 0 deg. 
a= 10 deg. 
ai = 19.4 deg. 










Figure 6. Unstaggered cascad e of flat-plate a i rfoils 
with S = 0. 5. 
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good with respect to both velocity and vorticity distribution. Although 
these two figures are drawn for the attack angl e, o< = 10 degrees, the 
agreement between the two methods is equally good for any other at-
tack angle, as shown by the compari son of circulation, written in the 
box in the figures. The assumption that the optimum range deter-
mined for t he unstagge red cascade is also applicable to the staggered 
cascade 1s verified in Figure 7. This is the case of stagger angle 
~ = 30 degrees, with solidity 2 Again, the agreement between the 
two methods is seen to be good. An interesting point pertinent to these 
examples is that, although the an terms vanish except for the lead-
ing term ao in the case of the is alated flat-plate airfoil, the aero-
dynamic inte rference between the airfoils gives rise to higher terms 
of an in the cascade. For example, the values of an 1S in Figure 5 
are as follows: 
ao- 1· 49.3J8•tano< J a/=-0·6422/·ta.nc< ; aK~~M·M4O1Cf·taKnc:lI 
Thus, there are non-zero values of a., a~ even in the flat-plate 
airfoil cascade. 
Having confirmed the present method for the case of flat-
plate cascade, the slightly cambe red cascade is treated in the follow-
ing three sections . 
2 . A Critical Discussion of Schlichting's and Mellor's Methods for 
Slightly Cambered Cascade s. 
In this section, a critical review of the Schlichting and related 
Mellor ' s m ethod is given. S chlichting 's work (ref. 4) essentially 
parallels the so-called 1thin a i.rf oil 1 theory of an isolat ed airfoil. 
-1.0 
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C~m = 1.1518 ·sina (EXACT THEORY) 
= 1.1516 ·sin a (PRESENT METHOD) 





s = 0.5 
f3 = 30 deg. 
a= 10 deg. 
ai = 17.7 deg. 
- EXACT THEORY 
2 0 PRESENT METHOD 
SUCTION SIDE 
PRESSURE Sl DE 
VORTICITY q: X c 
2 
Figure 7. Staggered cas cade of hat-plate airfoils, 
0 s = o. 5, f3 = 30 . 
1.0 
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Usually, thin airfoil theory is bas e d upon two key assumptions: 
( l) the vortices can be displaced from the camber line to 
c h ord line and the induc ed velocities on the camber line 
can be approximated by those on the chord line; and 
(2) the X component of the induced velocity 7k is negli-
gible as compared to the undisturbed velocity component 
Uoo , i. e. , 
In Schlichting ' s analysis, a lthough in the flow tangency condition 
the X component of the induced velocity is retained, assumption (l) 
is adopted. We will see in a moment that, by extending this approach 
to the case of a cascade, the results obtained are nn re crude than 
the corresponding isolated ai rfoil flow problem, and for more satis-
factory treatment, the present method should be used instead. But 
for the time being, let us skip this point and follow the outline of 
Schlichting's method. In equation (2. 4), he puts 
.K -X 1 .E,-x, 
and rewrites the equation as 
,_ c x, o) - LV(x, o) = 2 'rr['t< m (x,) +;, r<x•l) x ~~ 
-2. c 
+ O~g 2 / e D~ coth[rr<><,;;:"·) e i(l J- ~ x ::_i<,j< m(x.) + i{(<. l)dx, 
-T 
The first integral represents the induced velocity by the single air-
foil, namely, that due to the singularity located on the same airfoil a t 
which the induced velocity is being compu ted. It is s eparated from the 
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rest so that the second integral becomes non-singular. Assuming the 
series forms for source m_(x,) and vorticity distribution rex.) 
the integration can be carried out easily in the first integral in the 
same way as in thin airfoil t heory . The second integral, however, 
does not lend itself to easy integration, and Schlichting prepared ex-
tensive tables, based on direct numerical integration, to compute this. 
If we express induced velocity, after substituting the series form for 
the singularity, as 
where F'n and Gn 's are universal functions of three parameters 
stagger angle ~ , solidity S , and position on chord X c 
2. 
then they can be found from the compiled tabulation for the combina-
tions of these parameters. These universal functions, being the re-
sults of numerical integration, cannot be obtained easily for the values 
of parameters other than the one s listed in the table, and one has to 
use interpolation in such cases. In the present method, the corre-
sponding universal functions Anm are simple combinations of loga-
rithmic and trigonometric functions, and they can be computed fo r any 
solidity s and the position on the chord X -c:-
T 
the only parame-
ters. As for the effect of stagger angle ~ , this appears explicitly 
i n the exp r ess ions of j 11 and of 'Jn in section 7, Part II. There-
fore, by the present method, one can study the functional dependence 
of aerodynamic parameter on the stagger angle f3 , while in 
Schlichting's method, this effect is embedded implicitly in the numeri -
c al tables. Thus, in this respe ct, the present method is more flexible 
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than his method. An example of the functional relationship between 
the exit angle and the various parameters will be given in section 3. 
As for the effect of solidity, it has to be given a priori in both meth-
ods. The rest of the calculation procedure of Schlichting's method is 
quite similar to the present one. Substitution of the velocity expres -
sion in the flow tangency condition yields a simultaneous linear equa-
tion for C{n 's and bn's. Collocating these boundary conditions at 
control points chosen according to the three-quarter point method and 
truncating the series, we can solve those equations for an's and b~sK 
One of the drawbacks of Schlichting's method is that the flow 
tangency condition is not satisfied everywhere but only at discrete 
points. To improve this, Mellor (ref. 5) uses a Fourier analysis, 
i.e., expresses both sides of the flow tangency condition in a Fourier 
series and equating these coefficients . This requires a second inte-
gration. Some of these double integrals are not a universal function, 
but depend on the airfoil shape and have to be worked out numerically 
each time for a new airfoil shape. From the practical point of view, 
such improvements, made at the cost of time required for one compu-
tation, might not be justified. 
Now let us return to the basic assumption made in Schlichting ' s 
analysis, commensurate with the assumption (l) in thin airfoil theory 
for an isolated airfoil. To investigate its validity, le t us see whether 
such an assumption follows from the present method for the slightly 
cambered cascade, whi ch, since the singularity is located on the 
camber line instead of on the chord line, can be made to be exact, at 
least for the airfoil of zero thickness . To simplify the treatment, ex-
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press the airfoil camber line for slight camber as 
) E: << 1 
where f(x) 1s some function of x . The thickness is assumed to 
be zero. Noting all the derivatives of camber line Yo(nJ(><J are of the 
order of E. 'Jn in (2. 28) can be written as 
~n : - O~ An!- ~cKgf { ( Co.51f- xDst:n~~ Xf)AnJ + T X. sin~p~flAn4+ -- J 
- -
1 (.£)cos B . Bn 2SC. 2 I 
to the order of E , while jn m (2. 27) can be written as 
to the order of unity . Thus, to the order of E 
J 
T he expression in the first bracket is of the order of unity, while the 
expres sions in the second and third brackets are of the order of E: 
The flow tangency conditions, (2. 38) and (2. 39), become 
f:o,cXrJ (l- O~ An1- Z(scy cos~~E~FAnP- O~cE~FcosEP· B,] 
'------- - - 0 (I) 
- d~cA-OF1ID-KsinO~~~FAnP++FDK"KsK:nzKfy~lAn1--- · · J 
O(E) 
-t O ~c E~F y: sin~· a.,J = 
t O(EJ t 
l 
/a 
t OC€) (3. 3) 
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{~o:~n[[- O~AnI- ~qcosz~E:;FAnP- O~cE~Fcos~·B11 g 
0( I) 
fcKscF~ E-OFD:KsiKn~~E;jDAnP + +Jo" . KsD-nO~-c~?lln4 -- -· J 
'------------ 0 (E) 
-+ z~cE~FKx/-Ks~nf·Bryj=-1 
+ OCE) t of(t) 
{3 . 4) 
whe r e Let us notice first that in the limi ting 
case of S ~ oc , corresponding to an isolated airfoil, all the OC<=') 
terms and some of the 0 (I) terms in the left hand side of the equation 
vanish, and {3. 3) and {3. 4) become 
and as 5 ~ oa , 
An 1 = n cos n e 
The familiar result for thin airfoil theory is recovered, as pointed out 
in section 8, Part II. Namely, the cln 1s are of order E , given by 
while the fn 1s are of the order of unity, given by 
( n ~ t) 
or, in terms of an , 
"-• -- ir{<:'- Unci )de 1 a. -- ~f;D<•sne .Je ( n:? 1) 
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valid up to the order of E Thus, the two assumptions m a de in the 
thin airfoil the ory for the is a l ated airfoil are legitimate if we are 
concerned only with the values of vorticity distribution up to the order 
of E Returning to the c as e of a cascade where .S ¥=eX> , the terms 
of the order of E are f ou n d to be non-vanishing in general in equa-
tions (3. 3) and (3. 4). I£ we sta rted from the beginn ing using assump-
tion (l) in the previous section, then the results would be the same as 
putting 'j0 ""'- 0 in the left hand side of equations (3 . 3) and (3. 4). 
Then it is seen that all the terms of the order of E vanish there. 
This vanishing of the E term in the left hand side of the 
equations does not affect the values of otn up to the order of E 
For, if for the time b e ing we perform the collocation at a large num-
ber of discrete points on the chord and solve (3 . 3) by Cramer's rule 
for o(fJ 's, then, since the right hand side of the equations is of the 
order of E. , the c<11 1 s must be of the order of E , and only the 
terms of order unity in the bracket of the left hand side of the equa-
tion matter. 
The vanishing of the term does aifect the value of ~n up to 
the orde r of E , however, as can be seen easily if we perform the 
same operation as above for equation (3. 4). Therefore, if we ada.pt 
as s umption ( 1) in thin airf oil t h eory t o the cas e of a cas c ade, then 
p a rt of the term of the orde r of E will be lost in the final expression 
o f vorticity strength an -o(n + (3n ' C<tnc< and the difference between the 
flat-p l ate cascade, which corresponds to the o( I) te r m, a nd the 
cambered-airfoil cascade will not be fully brought out. Physically, 
this means that in the case of a cascade, the velocity field near the 
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airfoil is quite different from that near the isolated airfoil, and the 
displacement of the coordinate points resulting from assumption ( 1) 
of thin airfoil theory causes an appreciable error in the magnitude of 
the velocities. A question might be raised that equations (3. 3) and 
(3. 4) are not exact. This does not invalidate the present conclusion, 
for even if we express coth 5 in an infinite series as (2. 13) -- where 
it becomes exact -- the forms of equations (3. 3) and (3 . 4) are of the 
same nature only with the additional terms. Thus, right from the 
beginning, Schlichting's method is based on an assumption which is a 
cruder approximation for a cascade than for the isolated airfoil; and 
accordingly in his analysis, the important difference between the flat -
plate cascade and cambered cascade is partly lost, unless the 
spacing - chord ratio is sufficiently large. 
3 . Functional Relationship of the Exit Angle to Other P a rameters for 
a Slightly Cambered C as c ade. 
In this section, let us obtain the relation of the exit angle to 
various parameters by retaining the term of the order of E in equa-
tion (3. 4). Express the camber line equation as 
6<< 1 
and take the s olidi ty as 
s = 1· 0 
Selecting a three - point collocation chosen according to the three -
quarter method and reading Anm and Bn from the tabl es of Ap -
pendix 3, the oln 's and ~DlDs are solved f rom equations (3 . 3 ) and 
(3 . 4). The final result can be expressed in terms of the exit angle O(J_ 
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in the following way. 
ta.no(J. a tan (o< + P) - :;: Ks~c (D( + ~F [ E 
] (3. 5) 
where /?KnE~F are partial sums of the Fourier series in te rms of 
stagger angle such as 
(nJ ~ <nJ f- (n) f<n E~F - Co -+ fi=T' Cm cosm~ + ~pm KslKnm~ 
and the Cm ' s and 5m's are tabulated in Appendix 4 . This expres-
sion, though not as simple as desired, does provide, by straight -
forward computation, the relation between the exit angle o<J. 1n 
terms of the attack angle of. , stagger angle ~ , and airfoil shape E. , 
Ko and K1 for given solidity s = 1 · o Equivalent expressions 
for the other values of solidity or more complicated airfoil shapes can 
be wo r ked out easil y in a similar way. It is of interest to not e that if 
the number of control p oints is increased, the number of coefficients 
in the s eries onE~F woul d be augmented proportionally, and in the lim-
iting case of satisfying the boundary condition everywhere, one ob -
tains the Fourier series expans i on of certain functions of stagger 
angle ~ , instead of the truncated forms fi!KnE~F • Some of such 
closed forms can be obtained explicitly if we consider the special case 
of a flat - plate cascade. Putting E = o in (3. 5), we get 
tanotd. = tan ( D( ~ ~F - :; ..sec (o( -+ ~F l ~:EE~F J s.:no< (3 . 6) 
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On the other hand, the exact solution based upon the conformal map-
ping provides us with the following expression for the case of a flat-
plate cascade . 
tan otd - tan ( o< + ~F - -::- sec (o< +B) [ 4 IZ ]sino< 
\ 7f/c.oshz'ft C.o52(; (3. 7) 
w here y (s, ~F is given as the solution of the following transcendental 
equation: 
( 3. 8) 
Comparison of (3. 6) and (3. 7) shows that the truncated Fourier series 
exp ression ~F corresponds to [ 4- {2 J ~PE~F Tq/wl"plzzl{+CoRO~ 
also seen that from the transcendental dependence of y 
It is 
on solidity 5 
and stagger angle ~ in the exact solution for the flat p l ate that a 
rather involved expression for stagger angle ~n effect and the speci-
fication of the solidity as a number at the beginning are of somewhat 
unavoidable c·onsequence. 
Returning to a cambered cascade, Klingemann discovered the 
velocity expression which satisfies approximately the boundary condi-
tion on a cascade of parabolic airfoils as well as the condition at in-
finit y (ref. 19 ). The approximation is based on the two assumptions 
in isolated thin airfoil theory which were described in the preced ing 
section. Therefore, as far as the basic assumption is concerned, his 
method is no better than Schlichting ' s . In this connection, Rannie 
f irst pointed out in ref. 18 that the application of the assumptions of 
isotated airfoil theory to the cascade problem should be made with 
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more reservation than for the corresponding isolated airfoil problem. 
Apart from this defect, the a dvantage of Klinge mann 1 s result is that 
for the parabolic airfoil, the exit angle can be expressed as a function 
of each of the influencing fac tors , including the solidity S 
Following the descriptions given in ref. 18, a b rief outline of 
Klingemann's method will b e given below, along with an improvement 
of Rannie. The cascade mapping function that maps a unit circle in 
the S plane into a flat-plate cascade in the ~ plane is given by 
(3. 9) 
where t is given by (3. 8). Consider the following expression for 
the complex velocity: 
Jw - . ( e:<(c<+t')+f-+- eKiEo<+~F-1jrFAO- ( eL(o<+0)+-o/ + eiEoE+~F-1/DF 
d~ 1m ( eK;~ + ..y -t e_i ~ - ") 5 "' _ ( <: , ~ + ..y -1- e.. p - ''I') 
+ O~sDfgFe;~ d_tEeim+i+eif_-tF-et EeKi~+y+ e:i~ -tgzeo1 EcothDifrF 
7r I ( e_ i~-t-y -1- e ~~ -1glFA1K - (e ~~+y + Ci~-1/rF 
_ 2i.sV, e iB fo (5 + e_+) + _i_C_ $ sinh2y 
7[ I \- 1 s - e "#' S --:-( e_-=:-:-;;i~-I--+yKKI--=q~e_::;KKIl~ - :_IKKsrF IKg-R_O __ ----:E:-<:--;-;;f;-:-+--;-vI--t-:e::-:-j~;;-:jtv:;"D;"F 
where -0-; is a yet unspecified velocity. It can be shown that this 
satisfies the flow condition at infinity . If we put $ = ei.o/ correspond-
ing to the chord line _ ..s._sxs.. ..£ 2- - z , then the following velocity 
components on the airfoil chord line are obtained: 
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2 [ n cosh:fr+ cosf -1 s.:nc:/> ] U =4mCo5o{ -t- -Kp~ RiKnB·~o4 hnl, C sd!- 2.Co5f3· tan h 6 . n: ~- q cos ., - o r \ s•n t 
+ st.nh2.:jr . (__c_ -t.5 if, l o ( coth1fr) cosht·cop~·pt-nDf- :anhyr·sin~·cosf 2SC 7r 1 
- D~;~~hf/OKt (cosh t • Sinf· Sin 1 + Sin r. co sf· c oscp) J 
1J=21J, ~ 
The circulation f' can be determined by applying the Kutta condition 
at the trailing edge. The substitution of ) = ei.f 1s commensurate 
with assumption (1) in thin airfoil theory. 
So far, nothing has been mentioned about the shape of the air-
foil. The slope of the streamline on the X 
d;/- = u- = 2 1)-, 1_ 
""x. u -u.c 
axis 1s given by 
(3. 10) 
If we put ?gKK~ Cfm c.osO( , the X component of the vector mean of far 
upstream and far downstream velocities, corresponding to assumption 
(2) in thin airfoil theory, then 
a nd thus the airfoil is approximately parabolic. From the given para-
bolic shape of the airfoil, is determined and the expression for 
the exit angle can be deduced. This particular choice of the X com-
ponent of velocity is the analog of the correct X component for an 
isolated airfoil. It is a reasonable choice for 5 large; however, 
for s ap~roaching zero, the leaving direction is not parallel to 
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the trailing edge as it should be. To remedy this, Rannie chose for 
the X component of velocity the exact value at the trailing edge, so 
that the flow angle at the trailing edge coincides with the airfoil slope 
at that point. Such a choice guarantees that the leaving angle from 
the cascade is consistent with the cascade geometry at all solidities . 
In section 8 of this part, we will see that fo r any camber or 
air foil shape, the present method is also consistent. 
4 . A Remark on the S l i ghtly Cambered Cascade of Low Solidit y . 
In section 2 of this part, it was shown that for the limiting 
case of spacing- chord ratio S ...._ oo , the usual assumptions of thin 
airfoil theory are valid. In this section, consider the case of large 
but finite 5 For large 5 'jn -"jo'j'l in section 2 reduces to 
<Jn - /o'Jf) = (- O~ AnJ - !!_scy co:szr (; /An3- 2 ~c (:;) cosr f3n J 
where terms of order E. are justifiably neglected, as in a s sumption 
( 1) of section 2. The boundary condition becomes 
L[- -1- Ant - 7C cop<A·EK_~ -'2An3 - - 1 f- c2 -kosfKP · BnytI~yKID- f4noC. (3. 12) n =o 2Tr 6(.sc)J. (- \. / 25C \ ) \- ) 
This bound ary condition, although somewhat in disguise, is the same 




and substitute the expression for iTo obtained in (2 . 29) for ze ro 
thickness bn = o , we g et 
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~ an 'jn = j/- tano( 
n~o 
It can be recognized easily that the expression in the bracket on the 
left hand side of equation (3. 12) is <Jn itself, the higher order term 
j,'fn being neglected. 
Now, for .s >> I the range of inner expansion occupies the 
entire chord. This implies 
J1 ~ e 1 cL ____,_,.. Tf- e 
and Anm and Bn in Appendix 2 are reduced to the following forms. 
An1 = 7fcosne 1 AoJ = 7( (CoS e + l) 
A,, = i cose 
A2.3 =- :J 
An.3 = 0 En~KPF 
The vanishing of the .Bn 1 s for any n corresponds to the disappear-
ance of the oute r expansion rang e. Substituting these expressions into 
(3. 12) and writing explicitly, we get 
[- T- ~~O coRO~EcosBK+ 1)jtto + [-+co.sG- 4~;~ copO~-cose Jtt, 
+[ -_l_cos2. e + 7L'J.-l.<.o52fl ]a, -f_ fc.o:;ne. al) = 'io'- tano< 
2_ 16.5 r n-3 
Rearrange the left hand side of this equation as 
7l1 ) I ~ I X' t o( 
---·Co.:>2B.C{, Co58 - -a .. co~OS -L___.-cosnG -an = 0 - an 
-tss:z. \ 2 n- 3 2 
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Expand the right hand side of the equation in Fourier series as 
)'o1 - to.ne>G-- -1-~- - 1-L 4:;· co.sn& 2 2.. n-t 
where 
The a-;; 1 s denote the vorticity for the isolated airfoil of s __. o<> 
Equating the coefficients of cosine on both sides of the equation and 
re-arranging, we get 
The result is that a particular case of the present method is the same 
as those obtained in ref. l, p. 156, where, due to the different form 
of the original vorticity distribution such as 
the demonimator in the second term in a;; appears to be 24 5 2 ~n-
stead of , and in the first term of instead of 
!2 5 z From these expressions, for the case of s >> f , the 
vorticity can be evaluated as a correction to the one corresponding to 
the isolated airfoil. 
5. Mode rately Cambered Cascades. 
In this section, let us consider the moderately cambered cas-
cade. As a yardstick to make comparison with the present method, we 
refer to the direct numerical solution of the exact in t eg ral equation by 
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the use of the digital computer. In ref. 6, Jakob gives a program for 
the cascade problem. In his method, the vortices, the magnitude of 
which is equal to the surface velocity, are distributed on the surface 
of the airfoil. This distribution on the surface is a more accurate 
description of the flow outside the air foil contour than one in which 
both sources and vortices are located upon the camber line, as in the 
present method. The tangential flow condition yields an integral equa-
tion with the surface velocity as a n unknown. 
Direct nume rica! solution of the integral equation is carried 
out by dividing the airfoil surface into a number of elements and as-
suming the vorticity is constant along any element. Physically, this 
means the approximation of chordwise continuous vorticity distribution 
by a number of disc rete vortices. The integral is then replace d by a 
sum taken ove r the entire chord, and the strength of each discrete 
vortex can be determined as a solution of simultaneous linear equa-
tions. The most crucial step i s to take care of the singularities in the 
kernel of the integral, for the computer cannot handle such singular 
behavior properly. This is done by studying the p roperty of the prin-
cipal integral analytically. With the aid of a high-speed computer, the 
number of such discrete vortices can be increased to as many as we 
like, resulting in highe r accuracy. Jakob 1 s programming allows one 
to distribute up to a total number of 100 discrete vortices. In working 
out the results by use of the computer to m ake comparison with the 
present method, this maximum number of vortices was employed. 
The choice of position on the airfoil surface where such vortices are 
placed is described in Jakob's report. In short, they are clustered 
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more closely near the leading and trailing edges where the curvature 
of the airfoil contour, and hence change of vorticity strength, is 
greatest. Even though there is no d irect convenient way to check 
Jakob's programming with the known exact solution, such as flat plate, 
due to the difficulties ass ociated with the leading edge infinity, this 
method can be regarded as highly reliable, and f or 100 points, almost 
exact. 
As an additional r emark, in Jakob ' s programming, the up -
stream inlet angles are given in terms of at'!.( rather than o( 
Thus , in making comparison with the present method v.h ere the up -
stream inlet angles are given in terms of o( , olu is changed to 
by using the circulation obtained by t he computer. 
As an example of a moderat ely cambered cascade, the NAC A 
8410 type airfoil shown in Figure 8 was studied. This airfoil has the 
following geometrical characteristics: 
max. camber I chord = 8 per cent, 
position of max. camber/chord = 40 per cent from the 
lead ing edge, 
max. thickne ss /chord = 10 per cent. 
The camber line consists of two parabolic arcs having a continuous 
slope at the point of maximum camber. The thickness distribution is 
given by 
where 1 
t = ± o·S(o·2q69f7 -o·t26oJ-0 ·35167 2 +o· 2't43[3 
- o · to IS 74 ) 
(3 . 13) 
is the ratio of the distance along the chord measured from 
the leading edge . 
In this case, the series in the first bracket of fn in equation 
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~K---·--~ 
Figure 8. NACA 8410 Airfoil. 
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(2. 27) and Cjn m equation (2. 28) become an infinite series, and the 
problem of where to truncate the series must be considered. In gen-
eral, the convergence prop e rty of this series is as follows: the series 
becomes l ess convergent as the maximum camber of the airfoil be-
comes large o r as the solidity decreases, i.e., as spac ing -chord ra-
tio increases . In the present example of maximum camber of 8 per 
cent, S - t · o , · the fifth term becomes negligibly small, and even 1n 
the case of a highly cambered airfoil of the next section, where the 
maximum camber is 25 per cent, the sixth term is ne gligible. Of 
course, these do not serve as a rigorous justification for truncation 
of the series at a particular term. Figures 9 and 10 show the com -
parison of the present method w i th the computer solution for the cas-
cade in a compress or arrangement with stagger angle (3 = 45" 
spacing-chord ratio 5- f · O , and for two different angles of attack. 
In both cases, the agreement between the p r esent method and the com-
puter results is good. The discrepancies are small even at the points 
near the leading edge , where the present method, being collocated at 
only three discrete points , cannot be expected to give good results . 
For the overall characteristics, such as circulation and exit angle, 
the agreement is quite satisfactory. At this point, a comment about 
the practical solution for the singularities 1 str ength is needed. .These 
singularity strengths are obtained as the solutions of simultaneous 
linear equations . For three-point collocation in its exact form, two 
sets of simultaneous equations, which are independent of each other, 
given by equations (2. 38 ) and (2. 39), must be solved. F or practical 
purposes, iterative solutions reduce the numerical labor considerably: 
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C~m = 1.122, ad = 40.1° ( JA:<OS'S moldotI/gl~·A :kdF 
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C~ = 0.908, ad = 39.8° (JA:<OB'S PROGRA;'v1:1i:li\JG) 
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first, the vo~ticity strengths a re determined by neglecting the t hick-
ness, and then, with this vorticity strength, the source strength is 
determined, and this source strength modifies the vorticity. For a 
thickness . of about 1 0 pe r c e n t as treated here, this iteration is suf-
ficient. 
Figures 11 and 12 show the results for the turbine arrange -
ment at two different angles of attack. The solidity is unity and the 
stagger angle is - 30 degrees. In these cases, although discrepancies 
are somewhat larger than the f ormer ones, the agreement between 
the present method and the computer results is reasonably good. 
Also, the agreement for the overall factors is good. Therefore, it is 
concluded that various assumptions made in the analysis of P art II, 
such as the range of expansion and the choice of control points, are 
justified for the moderately cambered cascade . 
According to the present method, the velocity becomes infi -
nitely large at the leading edge , even for the airfoil with finite radius 
of curvature at the point . At attempt was made to improve the cal -
culation, and although it was not purs ued because the amount of nu-
merical work required s eemed inconsistent with the spir it of the 
present method, a brief description is given below. 
To illustrate the idea, consider the simplest case of an iso-
l a ted, uncambered airfoil, as shown 
in the figure on the left. To obtain a 
finite v elocit y a t the leading edge, the 
distribution o f source s and vortices 
begins a t a dis tance ...L 2. from the 
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Cr =0.735, ad= -38.3° (Jt.KOS'S PROGRAM MING) qm 
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leading edge where J is the r adius of curvature of the leading edge. 
For such a distribution of vortices and sources on a straight line, the 
velocity field for the flow past the airfoil is given by a simple expres -
sion. Using this, the velocity can be obtained on the airfoil surface 
instead of on the chord line, once the strength s of sources and 
vortices are known, and the velocity at the leading edge becomes 
finite. The airfoil surface is identified with the streamline through 
the stagnation point; the position of the latter is readily determined. 
By successive approximations, the strengths of sources and vortices 
to give any airfoil shape can be determined. 
Combining this idea with the tangent slope method, a cambered 
airfoil can also be treated. By the tangent slope method, the vorticity 
distribution can be displaced from the camber line to a straight line, 
and the above procedure is then applied to obtain the velocity on the 
airfoil surface. Of course, in the cambered airfoil, the correction 
term to the tangent slope term, expl ained in section 2, Part II, must 
be added. Again, the strengths of sources and vortices are deter-
mined from the flow tangency condition on the airfoil surface, as the 
solutions of simultaneous linear equations. The unfortunate aspect of 
this method is that, to take the effect of airfoil shape into considera-
tion, four collocation points near the leading edge, in addition to the 
usual collocation points distribute d over the chord, we r e not sufficient 
to represent the contour of the nose of an airfoil. The increase of the 
number of collocation points results in a larger amount of numerical 
work. 
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6. The Case of a Highly Cambered Cascade . 
Figure 13 shows the outline of an example of a highly cambered 
airfoil. The geometrical char acteristics of this airfoil a r e essentially 
the same as an NACA four - digit type airfoil. The major specifica-
tions are as follows: 
maximum camber/ chord = 25 per cent, 
positi on of maximum camber/chord = 40 per cent from the 
leading edge, 
maximum thickness /chord = 10 per cent. 
The camber l ine cons i sts of two parabolic arcs having a continuous 
slope at the point of maximum camber, i . e . , 
{(X)= t ~ I_ (2?,7-?') 
>t(X) - + Ef~ 7{,)z ( (/- Z7,)+ 2J, 7- t] 
where 
and is defined in the preceding section. The thickness distribu-
tion 1s given by equation (3. 13). The results for this a i rfoil in a tur-
bine arrangement with stagger angle p = -3o· and solidity unity 
are shown in Figure 14. Here, the discrepancy between the present 
method and the computer results is appreciably large for the velocity 
distribution at all points along the chord. The main cause for this 
discrepancy is considered to be due to the negl ect of higher harmon-
ics . From three - point collocation, the first three terms of source 
and vorticity distribution are Cl.o a, bo , b1 =- 2bo 
The contribution from the other higher harmonics is ne -
glected. Now, as the camber of the airfoil increases, the higher 
- 8 1-
F igure 13 . Airfoil with 25 pe r cent camber. 
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Cr = 2.054, ad = -56.6° (JAKOB'S PROGRAMMING) qm 1 
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harmonics in the vorticity distribution become important. To i llus-
trate this point, the values of the a.f'J terms for the various cambers 
are listed in Table l. From this table, it is observed that the magni -
tude of a, and t{,_ increases as the camber of the airfoil becornes 
TABLE l . 
C:Z.o a, a_,_ 
zero camber l. 493 2 tan Ct. - 0.6422 t a n a. 0. 0 4 28 t a n a. 
(Figure 5) 
8 per cent camber l. 6400 t a n a. - 0.3170 tana. -0 . 0511 tana. 
(Figures llandl2) -0.0585 +0 . 6740 -0. 1595 
25 per cent camber l. 9496 tan a. - 0.0561 tana. 0. 1 8 58 tan a. 
(Figure 14) -0.0190 +2. 1523 -0.2501 
larger, and much higher harmonics, which are i g nored in the three -
point collocation scheme, gain importance for the study of detailed 
velocity distribution. The accuracy of velocity distribution can be 
increased by increasing the number of control points, but for practical 
purposes, we would like to keep the number of collocation points as 
small as possible . The influence of the neglect of a.4 and higher 
order terms in three-point collocation would be felt most at the pre -
ceding term a3 and less on the first and second terms ao a, 
Now the overall characteristics, such as circulation and exit angles, 
depend upon only the ao and a, terms, as shown in section 10, 
Part II. Thus, even if the higher harmonics are neglected in the v o r-
ticity distribution by the adoption of three -point collocation, we ex-
pect that the gross factors might be obtained more accurately. That 
this is indeed so can be seen from the values of circulation I' and 
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exit angle otJ,. in Figure 14. (The almost complete agreement of 
these values with the computer results is considered to be accidental. 
Although these values are for one angle of attack only, it is seen in 
Figure 15 that the agreement continues for other incidence angles. 
Figure 16 shows the case of the same airfoil, but with the different 
spacing-chord ratio of 0. 5 . Here again, the present method can 
predict the e xit angle with the range of one degree. as compared to the 
computer re s ults. 
Judging from these r esults, it is c oncluded in this section 
that the present method, although it does not provide the local velocity 
distribution with good accuracy, does furnish the overall character-
istic reasonably well. 
7. Functional Relationship of the Exit Angle to Other Parameters fo r 
a H ighly Cam b ered Cascade : P arabolic Airfoil with 25 Per Cent 
Camber. 
In section 3 of this part, an example of the relation of the exit 
angle to other paramete rs was worked out for a slightly cambered 
cascade. In this section, let us obtain a similar formula applicable 
to a highly cascade. In this c ase, it l.s better to prescribe the factors 
expres sing airfoil shape as numbers, instead of Ko and f<, as 
done in section 3, s o as to get simplified formulas. 
As an example, consider t he par ab olic airfoil cascade of so-
lidity 5 = 1 • 0 L e t the maximum camber be 25 per cent o f chord; 
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-- RESULT BASED ON JAKOB'S 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
0 PRESENT METHOD 
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Figure 16. Exit angle versus incidence angle, S ::: 0. 5. 
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Consider the zero thickness airfoil. Based upon the three - point col -
location chosen according to the three-quarter method, the exit angl e 
otJ. can be expressed by the following formula: 
whe r e 
(n) oa (1?) ~ (>JJ 
l<n(t3) =-Co -+ iK_CTT ·CoRm~ + L_ .Sm - sinm~ 
C m-1 m-J 
The coefficients C~"D K , s~ni , etc. , are tabulated in Table 2 . 
Thus, for a given solidity of .5- f · o , and given parabolic airfoil 
shape, this formula enables us to compute the exit angle o<J. in 
terms of attack angle and stagger angle. Any other airfoil shape or 
solidity can be treated in a similar way. 
TABLE 2. 
C(n) and S(n) for a Parabolic Cascade of 0. 25 Per Cent Camber, 
m m 
Solidity = l. 0. 
c(o) = -1.1395698 0 c~lF = -o . 7098496 c(2)-0 - - 3.6833350 
c(O) = - o. 9620596 
1 c~lF = -o. 0636729 c (2) = 1 l. 4659480 
c (0} = 
2 -0.4429371 c(
1 ) = -o. 2155733 2 
c (2) -
2 - - l. 0608070 
c (0) = 
3 - 0. 1602979 
c( 1 } = -o . ooo9919 
3 
c (2) = 
3 0.0779449 
c~M F = -o. 0328556 c( 1) = 4 -0 . 0082174 c (2) = 4 - 0 . 0355160 
c~M F = -o . oo64075 cO) = 5 0 . 0 c (2) = 5 0 . 0 
c~M F = -o. oo10934 cO) -6 - 0 . 0 c (2) -6 - 0.0 
s~M F = - o. 23276oo s ( 1 ) = - 0. 0 5 40 8 9 3 1 s( 2} = 1 0.3774247 
s~M F = - o . 071 9335 s( 1) = 2 0 . 0870694 s(2) = 2 -0. 0089040 
s1°) = -o. 0250258 s~1 F = -o. oo99241 s(2) = 3 0 . 0 107248 
s(o) = 
4 - 0 . 0117860 
s ( 1) = 
4 0.0069052 
s(2) = 
4 - 0.003003 5 
s(o) = -o. ool0946 
5 
s(O) = -o. ooo3375 6 
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TABLE 2 (cont 1d. 
s~lF = o. o 
s~lF = o. o 
s~O F = o. o 
S( 2) = 0 0 6 . 
8. A Remark on the Limiting Case of a High Solidity Cascade: the 
Basis for Channel Theory. 
In section 2 of this part, the limiting case of the low solidity 
cascade, i.e., high spacing-chord ratio, was discussed. It was 
found there that the present method reduces to the familiar thin air-
foil theory for the isolated airfoil. Also, in section 4, a perturbation 
to this limiting case is described. 
It is of interest to investigate the other limiting case of high 
solidity, i . e., the closely spaced cascade, by applying the present 
method. It is noted that the present section is different from the 
preceding ones in the respect that no restriction will be imposed on 
the magnitude of camber. 
Let the spacing-chord ratio be small, say, .s << 1 , and con-
sider again the airfoil with zero thickness. The flow tangency condi-
tion becomes 
f. an ( <Jn - ;.'jn) - y./- t<r.nrX 
n~1 
(3. 14) 
In the case of closely spaced a i rfoils, the flow exit angle is expected 
to be almost parallel to the slope at the trailing edge . Hence, let us 
satisfy (3. 14) at the trailing edge and see what conclusion we can 
draw from this, i . e., 
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(3. 15) 
Now for closely spaced airfoils, the range of inner expansion is 
small, and particularly at the trailing edge the right side of the inner 
expansion is zero, i.e., 
J =0 I (3. 16) 
while from section 7, Part II, the left side of the range 1s g iven by 
1 -/·04-40S = c.os J2 
- KK£KK~ J,_4 
- I - 2! + 4! 
{3. 17) 
Using (3. 16) and (3. 17), the Anm 's which appear in <Jn and Jn 
are found to be as follows : 
An1=o(Jz.) = o(sf), 
J 3) f) Anz.- o ( 2 = o ( ..5 
1 
Anm - 0 ( J/) =-C) (Sf) 
For example, from Appendix 2, 
I [J J I-Co56/J 15..:n(e+±J,_)s,;n:}J ~ J Ao I - 1 -+ 2 - . )LOt?- 1 r) 1 J - 2 e=o Ks~ne q Sin(e-yot s>n-y 2 
e=o 




Ao31 =/( d1 +J2 X cose-+-}) -( sin(e + J,_)- ~K:nEe _J, ))( /-+ cose) 
CJ=O 
+ +c ~inzEe +Jz.) -.SiY}l(e -J1))t=o 
~gKz- 2 s1-nJ2. + - 1 s.:.n.zJ2. 
2. 4 
- 2_ J2. - 2 ( J, - J,_3 -t- ~R + - - ·] -+_I [.zJL -~ + clM~ - . J 
- 2. l - 3! s: 1- 3: s~ 
6 JS 
= s: l. 
Substituting these into expressions for 'ln and fn , obtained in 
section 7, Part II, equation (3. 15) can be written explicitly as 
a, [ O~E- Ao 1 r o Es?~ -$q[ (cos 'P _ z ;t's'n'( _ ;t:·'cos'f)(; )/i., + __ J 
~E/R~ t . 0(15)----------C 
- O~cE~ )( CoSf -_xCsinf FE~ + MER~FF J 
L-____ 0( +) ____ _J 
+a., f O~[ -Au + ocKKs-t~ -S~cyE c cKasz~ -2J;.s.:.n2p -gKKDhos~p gt~ }A,5 .,_ --· J 
L_ o ( rs) _j o(/5) --------l. 
_ O~cE~FEcoKR~-FD/sln~FE ~ + lEp~gFj 
~------- oC-t) 
+ ~ a.n lz~[ -A111 -1- 0 Est~ - d~cy[EcKoRO~-OgK~sinOf-gKID·4cosKz~uiFD;4ng+-·· 1 
L__o(rs) f o(rs) • 




The leading terms in the above equation are those underlined, and 
the other terms in the bracket ( ~ are all of the order of {"5 
Originally, the underlined terms came from the outer expansion inte-
gral, which is predominant in the closely spaced cascade, while the 
inner expansion integrals are of the lower order of vs , reflecting 
the narrow range of the inner expansion. Neglecting the terms of the 
order of {S , (3. 18) becomes 
- isc~~FEcoRtF-KuK~sK:n~FEao +faKF=gKD-tan~I joD=:j/k~I 
2 
From the expression of circulation given in section 10, Part II, 
-co SeX· 'j/ -t- sinOC 
co 5 ~ - }/ • 5 ,;n ~ j 
and the expression for the exit angle becomes 
I /l /o =: J. 
-c~! 
2 
Although this exit angle c<d. appears to be dependent upon the attack 
angle ol in this expression, it can be shown that actually it is inde-
pendent of cL in the following way: 
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_ ( Sinc<· cosp-+ coSCX · sin~- cKos~ -s,; no<..)+ x,'( -s ~nCfK ·.sin(!· Cost' -co SO( •pin 1~+ coso<) 
cos (o< +~FEcos (3 -J-/• sinf) 
-Si-no(• Si.n 1 + Co5q· Sin 'CoS + / -s!,nd.· Sin • CoS + C<?Sc<· coszs) 
co.s o<-+fFEcos~ -Djj-sin~F 
siIn~ ( -Si-nd.· Sin@+ CoSo(· Cos e)+ )'C: ·CoS@ (- Si,nd, ·Sine-+ CoSo(· Cos~F 
COS (o<. + ~F (CoS f-;Jf· pin~F 
~~FEsin~+;/~ cose) 
~Ecos~ -Djo•co~~F 
s in~ + 'j/- cos€ 
cos@ - gc! ·sin~ 
{3. 19) 
Thus, O<'.J.. is found to be independent of attack angle <X. This re-
lation has a very simple physical meaning. Rewriting {3. 19) as 
ta.notd.= tan§.+'j/ _ te~KnC+tanA 




. . o<d..- ~ +arctt!n)'/k_, 
2: 
(3. 20) 
Referring to the figure on the left, this relation means that the exit 
angle o<.J. is parallel to the slope at 
the trailing edge, or the deviation 
angle is zero, irrespective of the di-
rection of the inlet flow. 
This is the bas is of the chan-
nel flow theory for the closely spaced 
cascade (r·efs . 17 and 18). It is of inte rest to note that if we take the 
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effect of higher order terms in e quation (3. 18), which is of the order 
of -v'S ' the deviation angle would be found to be of the order of rs . 
This behavior is consistent with Constant 1 s Rule (ref. 21 ), which was 
obtained from examination of cascade experin<ents. 
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The Relation Between the Strengths of Sources and Vortices and 
Induced Velocity Just Off the Camber Line in a Cascade. 
In the following, it will be proved for the cascade that induced 
velocities just above and below the camber line are equal to one-half 
of the strengths cf sources and vortices. 
From (2. 17), the induced velocity at an arbitrary point i: can 
be expressed as 
c 
u - i ,)-- O~c e ;1 ( m' (X,)-<- i('(xd) coth[ "ED;~ z, J KI;~g Jx, 
-y 
Divide the range of integration into three parts, i.e., 
where J is a constant. 
Now ~ - i!, can be written as 
E - Z. 1 ~ X - X1 -t 1, ( J - )'o (X!) 
-X- X,..;. l, ()'o (X) - )'o(Xt))_. ~ ( J- )'.(Xl) 
where j., denotes the position of camber line. Choose J 
a way as 
j - )'oQ<)- h = constant, 
(I- l) 
1n such 
and expanding around X in a Taylor series, one obtains 
~ - .z; 1 = 1- h + (X - )<,) + ~ )'o1(X)(X- X,)- +t)'."(x)(X -><IF~ -- · 
Changing the independent variable from X to E defined by 




Substituting these into the first integ ral in (I-1 ), we get 
Let 
~ 
U(X)- i&Cx)- ~~c e ·'I' rr ,:(X-<h)+ ~{DEx -£h)J coth.[ s~ !. I• +C( I +iJ:(x)) 
4 I · " h2. J 'A']h tJ .£.. x-J - 7)"'/o·E + -- e'(j dE 
~ 2 ~c e;e( L < "1 ( m'(x•J + Or'(x,V coth[ 1f C "· -:;~· • i h J e ·d Jx, 
2 
7\ ( .Zo - Zr) e_ ;(31 d.:xJ 
sc 
Next, let J- o 
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'U.J(><)-i'!J-.. (x)- -D-EmDE><IF+~oDExI Fl~- (< . 
27r j t..+E /+t-)'/j 
cO 
c 
+ O~c ei ~ ( m'(X•)+ i('(x,J)- c oth ( "C ";; ~K 2 e ;~ }<x, 
2. 
The second integral on the right hand side of this equation is identified 
as the induced velocity on the camber line, and from now on we drop 
this term with the understanding that the velocities are measured with 
this induced velocity as a base. 
U+(x)-i-1.5-.. (X)-= _I [ m '(x )-t- i{'(x>] roo d.E . 
zn ~:tK+bEf+tK}j 
-o6 
= O~EmDExF+iEDExFz 1 +i'j.' io1[ tK +cEf-+i~Dgz 
E--toa 
E--"" (I- 2) 
using ~o1 ( -1) = - -Ir~ 
(I-3) 
The choice of - n;, instead of 7ri, in equation (I-2) comes from the 
reason that, by choosing a negative value, (I- 3) can be reduced to the 
familiar express ion Ut (x)= +r'(x) , for the particular case m '(><)=o 
and Jo' =.o Writing (I-3) as 
AI () · -CL () _ _i_ EmDExF+ ~rDCxF}E! - i~DF 
CA + X' - L u.. X' - 2 I -r J/ l 
I 
' . ti+ (X)- T 
I 
-ir+ (x)- T 
1 -m'(><J'j/-tf'(" ) 
- T 1 + 'J•11 
+ _!_ - m'(x)- ( '(x J (.' i 
Z I -t 'j.' L 
f '(x)- m'(x J"y/ 1 
1 + y.'z 2 
m'(x) -t r'0<J y! 
I -+ J.'l 
l(><)- mcxry/ 
I I + 'jcfl 
1 m V< J+ ((x. )y/ 
Z I I-t y.a 
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In the above, changes from modified singularities to true singularities 
are made. Converting these expres-
sions to the velocities tangential and 
normal to the camber line, we get 
'f t 1 t (x ) - 'Ut • coS Jo + 1}1 • s i-n Jo 
- {(x) - mcx vy.' + m (X)• y/-+ rex)· X' z = _!_l(x:) 
2. (I -+ 'jtfl-) 2 ( I -+ )'/ ') 2.. ' 
1 n, + (x) =- Ut • .5inJo + '6-t • cosf. 
( 0<J.'j/- m(x)· 'j/2 + 
2 ( 1-+ ')'.'') 





'it,- (X)= -yr(X) I 
'ln . - (X)= - fm(x ) 
((X) - 'ft ,+( X ) -1t,-(x), 
m(x) = '{n ,+ (x) - 1n,- (x) 
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APPENDIX 2. 
Derivations of A and B . 
-------- nm n-
From (2. 24) and (2. 25), Anm and BIJ are defined as 
1 , m-2 m-1 _ /(Xr)(X -X,) J.x,= roofK~F · La:.n · Anm ~ ~ n~o (II- 1) 
1 ( '(x,) J.x, = EkE~F L a.,.,·/3,., o ~ n=o (II- 2) 
Substitute the following expression 
into the above equation (Il-l) and express the range of integration ex-
Equating the coefficients of a.11 , one obtains 
l e .. J. A om - (I - Co.5cf )( co5$ - coscp /" d.1 e-J, . (II- 3) 
(II-4 ) 
Similarly, from (II- 2), 
(II- 5) 
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First, the A,m are obtained, and then the Bn are de rived. 
I. A 
nm 
(1) m- I ; Ant 
j e .. g~ Aot = I- c.osp . d.), 
J c.ose- co.s<f I e- t 
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As particular cases, let J2. .. 7r- e and J, = e in Io and I, 
then Io- o and I,- 7C , and these are well-known Glauert integrals 
(ref. 14). In general, 
+I j cos(n+ t)p -t cosEn-DFmK:~KKKKfKK = .2:...s.:nnJ..Ie +g~KKIK zc.a.se· I, I,.,. I h-1 c. osrl. - co.5e T n 't' J 
T 9- 1 
and from this recurrence formula, 1 11 for arbitrary n can be ob-
tained. The An1 1 s can be written as 
Aof - I,- Io 1 
Anl-1 (In-tJ- In-t) n;;: I 
The final expressions for the Anr are as follows: 
Au = -f- ( I1.- L.) 
= ( J, +J ... ;. co.se + [ s.:n( e+ (t)- s.:n(G- J f ~ 
- sK:~eE 1- cose - cKoKsezlo~ s .. ·l) e ~ :}JJ-}s.:n-}J, 
s .. ·n(e -±J,).s.:nfd1. 
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A~I=fEfP -I,) 
• (d1 -+ J2.) CoS2. $ + 2 Co:SG·[ p~nE $ +dL)- s;n (G -J•J] 
+ +·[ .s.:n2 (e +dt.) -.s t:n2(e- J, )J 
I . (e I < ) . I J J IJ .s r-n + -2 oz. . s ~K-n - ' - co.se-cCl.SG ·Co.SlE}·,:.ott . 2 q -'a-n ( e - + J, )- s ... f) f J l. 
A_, I - 1 ( ~ - I,_ ) 
-( J 1 -+d2.)co.s3e + 2.co.s2e{ sin(e-+JL.)-..s.:n(e-J,)j 
-+ co.se{" .:n Z(e-+ JL)- .s .:n.z. ( e-cft)J + j-[ s.:n.3 ( E3 -tJL)-s in3( e- J, J 
_ -!-( cos2e- c:ose · co.s3el. foql..s.:n(e+fJ .. )-st-nfJ, I 
.S •n 6 J 0 ( 1 r ) 1 J :s.:n G -z: ot • s.:n7 z. 
Ant = fc In+ I - In-') 
_ c J1-+ g~F co.s ne -+ 2 cos ( fl-1 )e-[ sr:n (e-+ J2.) -s.:n( e-J•) J 
+ ~ cos(n-z.)e·( s,;n.z.(6 +cL. )-Si.tJ.2.(e- J1)] 
-+ ] co-.S(fJ-3)e( .s.:n3 (e-+ J2.) _ sin3(e -J,)j 
-+ ------
+ _2. -co.se ( :s.:n( n-1)( e-+ J ... )- s.:n( n-1 )(e- J,)J 
n-1 
+ +[ sinn(e+Jz.)-s.:nn(e-J•)J 
-~r co5(n-I}CJ- cose. cosnel. to I s.:n ( e +~gtKFsK:nj-gf 11~ I 
S•ne ) ~ s.:n( $ -tJ,j s.:nfJz 
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m~ 2; Anm 
Integrals (II-3) and (II-4) can be obtained once Jm 1 s and 
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le~gz J-+ -. ( /- Co.5 <P) cosz<j> d<} e-J, 
- +cJ, -+JL)- f (.sin( e +J .. ) - s•n( G -g~gz 
-+ i( s.:n2(e + Jz.)- .hn z. (e-J,g- -h:[ KsK:nKPEU+diF-~K:nPEe _J,)] 
{
e+Jz 
Kn,4 = y [ c.os(n-')cf- cos(n +')f j cosj J<j 
e-J, 
_ _ 1 sK:nEn-KPFEe+giF-sK:nEn-Pue-~IF 
8' n-3 
-t _, sin ( n-1 )( e -+g~F- .s..:.n (n -t)(e-J,) 
~ n- J 
t s ..:n(n-+t)(e +g~F - Kst:ryEn+IFEe -J,) 
lf n -t 1 
__ 1 KsKK:nEn+gFEo-rg~F-~K:nEn+KPFEe-gIF 
~ n-rJ I ~D~*D1IKP 1 
-i-cJ, +Jz.) + -k[ s~·nOEe+gzKF- 5in2.(e-Jr)j 
- 3
1
2 [ sin4(d -+J1)- s•n4(e- J,V 
- 4',( KsinSEe+gzKF-sK:nSEe-~~Fg 1 n- 3 
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tHJz 
M•5 i Js "'i ( 1- c.ds<jJ) cos3 <j> J.f 
6 _J, 
• --%-<eft +J.a.) + -f ( -'in(e -+dz.)-Sin(e -J, g- ~ [ KPtKnlEbeg~F-KsCIOE e- J, JJ 
+ .,Y. ( .s .:n.3( e-+ J2.) -s in.J( e- ,f, )] - ..3 ~ ( s.:n4( e -+J ... )- s•n4(e -gI~ 
EHJl 
Kn,.S- T ( c..os(n-t)f -co.s(n+tJcp}cos'4J.f 
6 J, 
1 s•n(n-4)(e-tJJ..) -sin(n-4)(e-Sr) 
76 n-4 
+ _1 s.:n(n-.z.)(e -tJz.)- sc:n(n- z)(e- J,) 
~ i?-2 
_ ...J_ .s.:n(n-+ 2.Xe-tJz.)- s t-·n(n+ 2.)(e -Jr) 
'8' nt2 
__ I_ s.:n(n+-f.)(e-+Jz.) -s~·nEn+KKKIKFEe-gIF 
t6 n+4- , n-+-.z,-1 
fcJ,-+ Jz) + _,12. ( ~inOEe+gzKF- .5•nz(e-J,)] 
- 3
1
2 ( s~·n4Ed +Jl.)- s~·n4Ee -gI~ 
- q~E KRinSEe+gzKF--DtKKnSE~-gIgz , n=2 
= "*(J,-+ J ... ) + -!?;( St'1J2(9 -+dz.)- s ,·n1.(8-dt)J 
- 4'r( -D •nSEe+gK~KF-sK:D1SEe-gIgz 
--
1
-[s.-,t(d+Jz.)--'inHe-J,)I , n- 1 12'6 ~ 
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Using these, the Ahn1 's are obtained easily in the following 
way. 
(.3) m= J i An3 
j etJz = ( /- c.oS<jJ )(CoS$ -CoSo/ )kj -
e-J, 
Ao.3 
- (J,-+JL)(cose+ 1F-Es•nEe-tdzKF -Ks~·nEe - grilE/ -+ co~eF 
-+ +( 5.:nz(e4-J ... )-sz-nz (e-J,8 
' re+Jl 
An3 ~ -kJ ( cos( n -t )f- cos( 17 +I )cf] ( cose- c.oS<j> )Jf = case· Kn,2 - kn,.J 
8-J, 
( J,+Jl.) Coif}-~ ( p~nES+diF- p~·fTEED}-dtgz-~[ SO:nl($+dz.) -s.:n2.(e-J,g.co.se 
+ rr( .s.,;n3(6+dL) - SL'n.3($-dr)) n.u j ) 
= - fcJ1-J.cL .. )+ /2.( s.:n(e+J ... )-si11(e-J,)}c.ose 
_ +( s .-n3 (e -t J .. ) - s•n3(6 -J, ijc..se + /6[s.:n4(e+J.)-s..:n4(G-J,)] , n= 2 
__ 1 s~·nEn-zue+giF-sI;nEn-zKFEe _J,) 
= ·+ !1 - 2 
i"' ..1... sK:nEn-rgEe -tglKKF-s~-·nEn-1 )(e-cSt) · cose 
2 n-1 
, .sin(n+ t)(e +J ... ) - s.:n(n + 'J(e -J,) . cos e 
- T n+/ 
r s.:n(n+l)(e+cSz.) - s.:n(n+ l.)(e-J,) n+-l, 2 + 4 n+2. 
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('1-) m ""4 i An4 
!C+d~ • Ao4 • (1- c.oS<j> )( c.o.Se- c.o:><f>/d.'f"' ( co:s(JY··]z -2<:.cse·}..3 +]-f e-J, 
=· cJ,-+Jt.J(-f+ c.o.se-+ c.os.ze)-(; +.2.Ca..5El +co.s.ze;(s.:n(e-+S•)-.s.:n(e-J,)] 
+ ( f +~caseF{ s~nOEe+gK_F-sK:nOEe-gIfl 
- _, [ .,,;nJ ( e + bl..) - s.:n3( e- £,)l 
/2 ~ ) 
l e+Jl A,... = T [ c.os(n-tJcp- cosEn+tg~EcKopA -c.as<J>)z.Jj e-J, 
= (co.se)l. Kn,z -.zc.ose· kn ,.3 -+ kn,"f 
- (J1+J1.)(-} + i-coste)- ~e[KPK:nEe+g:tF-sK:nEe-gIg 
- co~eE .hn2(8-+dt) -.:s.:nz(e-J,g + -fcose-(s.·nJ(e+Jl..)-.h'n.J(e-J,)j 
- P~ [ s.:n4(13+J .. )-,.•n4(e-J,J] , n=f, 
- +cJ, -t JL) C05e + ( -t + fcru l.e J( .SL'n(£1 +Jz.)-.s.-n( e-Jt)] 
-( Z:., + fcKclKs~e J s•nJ(e+J .. ) -.s•n.3(6 -J,)) 
+ C:cl:e( s.:n4( e -+dt.) -Ks~·n4Ee -StJ]- )o ( .s.:ns(e+J t.) -s.:ns( e-gI~ I '1= 2 J 
-+zJ, +J .. )- cK~so[ s•n(e-+JL) -~ .. n(e- J,)J 
-4-( 1 ~ + cK~zeu .s.:nz(e-+Jt.)-s.:nz(e-J,J 




_1 s.:n(n-3)(e +J .. ) -.s;n ( rt-3) (s -J1)_ c.ose. s.:n(n-.z.)(e+J1.) -so'n(n -2.)(e-J,) 
8 n 3 :z n -1. 
( J.. eoKR~F $,;n(n -1)(6 -+Jz.) -s;n(n-l}(e-S,) 
-+ f + 2. ) n-J 
_ (j_ c.o.sze) sinEn+tFEe+d~KKF-s K:nEfg+fFEe-gIF 
f! -+ 2 n-+ 1 
4 cos6 '.;n(n Hie +J z..)-s•n( n + 2.) (6 -J,) 
z. n+l 
1 pinEn+KPFEe~ggKF-sinEfFt-KPFEe--g .. ) , n~ 1, 2. , 3 
- -s- n+3 
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(sJ m .. s i Ans 
Je+Jt Ao$" • ( 1- coscp)(cose- coscp /d.f ~-gI 
= (co:sefJ.z. -J(c.o.sef;, +3 co5$J+- ]s 
: lt-+g~gEEcopCjt- #oseJ+ i coS$+;) 
-( ( cKosefP+g~oseg+ fc.ose + f ]C s.n(e+J .. F-sI~tE e-Jr)) 
+[ f-Zco.s&j t ~ co.se-+ ~gC s.:n.z(e+J .. ) -s~·n zKEe-gI~ 
- ( fcos$ + ,'2 )( s•n-'(e+Jt)- s.:n3((J-J,J) + P~ (s..:n-4( e-+JL)-.:J..:n4(8- J, V 
An.r .. ( J, -t J2.)( ~ose Y+ ; caSe)-( f(cos&f+ t)( ~K:nEe+g .. )-s•n(e -JrJ) 
- -f-.zc.osel( .s..:11.z.(e -+gK~KF- s..:n L(e-J, ~ 
+ ( f~osej+ :h:) ( JO:n3 (8-+J•)- s.:n3(e-Jt))-
- g~ (Co-16)( KP~·n4E B-+ Jz.)- s.;n4( () -Jt)) T UD~ ( s~·nsEe+giF- S •n.S( $ -dr) )
1 
r)=/ J 
- ( J1-t g:~KgE -;f~osef-+ ~F -t ( -f€-oseJ'+ f<ose) ( s•n(S+J 0 -.hi'J(e-d,J) 
- 3
1
2 ( St.112.(e+J ... )- s<n.2.(e-Jrlj -( i(cos&/+fcoS& xs.:n.3(6+J .. ) -s~nPEB -gI~ 
+ E~cose/+ P~u sKK:n4{e+glKF-gK:n4Ee-gI~ 
- )o Co.5$ ( sK:nsE~ +J .. )- s.:ns( e-dt))+ D1~ ( s.:nG( e -1 J ·) -s•,6(e -Jr >)In= 2, 
+cJ, +g~KFcose- ( -f(caSeJ+ ft )C s.:n(e + g~KF-s~·nEe-gIFF 
+ ( -f<coseJ+ft-co.Se )(s.:nz(e+J .. )-s .. J,.z(e _J,Jj 
-( -flcoJ&f-+ KI~ coReFEsI;n-+Ee-t-giF-sK:n4Ee-gI~ 
+ EOK~ (c.o56J+ ~MFE s.:ns(e+J .. F-sK:t~sEe-grs 
- Jr cose ·( s .. ·, 6( e+ J .. )- s.:n 6( 1:) -Jr )+ 11 ',_ ( s.:n 7(e tJ 1.)-s.:, 7(tJ -J,J)) 
n • .3 ' 
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- ~~-lt+g•F + fco.se ( s•n( e+g~KKF -S·n(e-cl,) 
- ( ~Ecop~l+ 1~ )C sK:"KzEe+g~KKF -s•IJl($-dtlj 
+ (-k<c.os&/-t ico:se)(s.:n3($+d0-s•nJ((}-J,V 
- ( Ik~op~ j+ :locoSe) ( s,;,s( $ +J1..) -s.:ns($-Jt)) 
-+ ( -4-~osef+ )B" )( sK:nSEe+g~KKF-sK:nbEe -J,J) 
- ft CoJ6 ( s,;n 7({) +d>-)- S.:.f] 7(6-JI)j f /~f ( s,;hf(e rJL) -S.:IJ ~c G -dt)) ) n-4 / 
__ I_ s>n(n-4)(e+J.)-s.-ll(n-4)(e-J,) 
16 17 -1 
+ P~opeK n~KP ( -'•n(n-3 X e -tJ ... ) -s.:n( n-JXe _J,)} 
- ( ~o:sej + i) n~O (s•n(n-.z)(e +g~ -s•n(n-.zje _J,)j 
-+ ( -f~osef+ j- coSej 1T ~ 1 (s.:n(n-t )(e +J .. ) -s.:n(n -t)(<J -J,)] 
- ( +(sosej+ ~ croe) n~ 1 ( s.-n(n+ 1 )(a +J ... )- s.:n(n+ l}(e-s,g 
+ (-} t ~ ~osegj h~KzE hn(n+2.)(e ... Jl.) -K1~nEn+-OKue-grFg 
-:- + co$6- /1:.3 ( .s.-n(n+3)(e+Jl.o)-.s.:n(n+.J)(e-J,)j 
+ -k n~+ ( s•n(fl +4)($ +J ... )- s.:n(n -t-+)(&-Jt J) 
1 
n+ 1, 2 , J, 1-
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In a similar way, the expressions for other higher coefficients 
can be de rived. 
17r lei'Jz. 8, • f{ ( Cos(n-l)f- C.oS(n+t )cj> J d'f-~ e-4 j 
= J '7 -I 
-Anl. I " >t- I 
-liZ-
APPENDIX 3. 
Tables of A . 
nm 
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s . X AOl AC2 A03 A04 A05 
0.5 0.9Q9YO 1.072 36 0 .19412 0.061A5 0 .02329 O.CC951 
_ .o.s o.9suoo 1.()4'J6 9 o.2.2474 o.C673Y . o.o2518 o.olo24 
0.5 0.9COOO 1.01992 0 . ?.5 7 35 0 .07237 0.02707 0.01096 
_o . .s. __ o. 85ooo_o_.9Y.514 __ o. 29193 __ c. 01 670 _ _ o_. 02903_o. o 116"7_ 
0.5 O. AOOOO 0.97137 0.32A50 0.08028 0 .03114 0.01236 
0.5 0.75000 0.94867. 0.36711 0.08305 . C.03349 0.01 30 1 
0.5 0.70000 0.9270H C.4C78l 0.08494 0.03617 O.Cl358 
_ 0.5 0.6SOOO 0.90670 - 0.45067 O.OB5E5 .. 0.03930 O.C1402 -·· 
0.5 0.60000 0.88764 0.49576 O.OH574 0.04300 0.01427 
_o_._s_o ... .sso o o---D-.B-1.0 Ol-.0 .• 54 3 1s__c ... o a 4 53 _o_. o 4 7 4 o_o • o 14 25_._ 
0.5 0.50000 0.85397 0.59383 0.06216 0.05264 0.013 85 
__ 0 • 5 _ .. 0 • 4 5 0 0 0 - 0 • 8 4 1 fl H --- 0 • 6 4 3 2 3 -- 0 • 0 7 <:;? 5 -- ·0 • 0 5 8 2 4 ___ 0 • 0 1 3 2 <J .. _ 
0.5 0.40000 0.84629 0.69017 0 .07945 0.06308 MKM1P 1~ 
- -·· o • 5 __ o • 3 s o o o __ l1 • 8 5 6 o fL. __ o • 7 3 6 5 3 __ o • o A o 1 2 _ o • c 6 1 7 4 __ o • c 1 3 2 e . __ 
0.5 0.30000 0.87197 0.78321 0.08150 0.07239 0.01350 
-0...5-0 .... ..25.0D.O 0 .P.93.S.a.__o.......8.307.7-C-.08352-0 ..... 0.7 .. Tl0-D • .O.l.38.3_ 
0.5 0.20000 0.92094 0.87967 0.08615 0.08195 0.01427 
__ 0. 5 _ 0.15000 - -0.9 5lt36_ 0. 9303 8 __ o. 08943_0 . 08699 ___ 0. 0 1482 __ _ 
0.5 0.10000 0.99445 0.98336 0.09342 0.09229 0.01550 
_ Q. 5 - .0. 05000- L.O't205----l . 039 14_ 0 .09821_ 0 .•. 09791_ 0. 01632 _ 
0.5 o. 1.09838 1. 09838 0.10395 0.10395 0.01731 
0. 5 -0. .. 05.000 J • .l....65D.e 1. 16.18..3-0--l..l..C 8 5 O .1 1 05l-.O .... Ol..B5 c_ 
0.5 -0.10000 1.24442 1.23051 0.11918 0.11774 0.01S95 . 
- 0.5- -0 .15000- 1.33952-1.30574 _ 0 .• 12.937_ 0.12583_ 0. 02174._ 
0.5 -0.20000 1.45489 1. 3893 6 0.14203 0.13507 0.02399 
_ o Ks-~oK 2SOOO-l .• -59.7.2.0- 1.-'· 8 4ll- O •. 15A 14 - 0.14591 _ 0. 0268 s_ 
0.5 -0.30000 1.77710 1. 59 432 0.17935 0.15912 0.03077 
-v.O ..... 5-.:- 0.....35.0.0 0 2..0..1.3.12 1-7 .2..7 .7.CL-C--2D.8.RO-O-.L7.614-0 .• .0 3 6 3..1-
0.5 -0.40000 2.34366 1.90083 0.25371 0.20037 0.04509 
- 0.5- -0.45C00-2 .88662- 2 .. 168C4 _ 0.33949_ 0.24412 __ 0.0631C __ _ 
o.5 -o.5nooo 3.A0925 z.-59 255 o.4a aaa o.31505 o.o9241 
-0 . .5- -0. 5'5000- 3 .B60 13-2 .• . 54240-.0 . 38 6.68_ 0.25763_ 0. 05672_ 
0.5 -0.60000 3.91301 2.48966 0.28839 0.20955 0.02929 
o. s -0-...6.5.00 c 3. g 6.8.0.4 2 .. 434.21 O--L9.423 o. 17.03.4-D .• . oo.aa.c_ 
0.5 - 0 .70000 4.02545 2.37587 0.10442 0.13955 -0.0060 5 
_ o. 5_ -o. 75ooo_ 4 .. o 85.49- 2 .• .31.44 3 _ _ o. OL922.__o .11666 _-o. 01643 __ 
0.5 -0.8000 0 4.14844 2.24966 -0.06108 0.10115 -0.02346 . 
_ o.s _- o .ssooo_ 4.21466---2.18128_-0.13618_ 0.09243_ :-0.02817 _ _ 
0.5 -0.90000 4.28458 2.10896 -0.20570 0.08986 -0.0314S 
_(). 5 -0......9.2.0.Q..c_4_.3_L3_7 0 2 • KKcKOUKUK4-=-nKKOKPlBKS_a_K_MK9KM~l-=-M .• _0326l_ 
0.5 -0.94000 4.34354 2.04799 -0.25703 0 .09179 -O.n336 A 
_ o. s __ ~o .• . 95000 _ 4 .3 5874_2. C3229_:-_o .• 26923_ 0. 09277 _-c. 0342 L __ _ 
0.5 -0.960 00 4.37413 2. 0 16 3 9 -0.28118 0 .09394 -0.03475 
__ o. 5 _.-:-o. 98 ooo _ 4. 40553_ 1. s 84 oo_~oK 3042 7_ o. 096 83 _:-o. 03 581 __ _ 
· 0.5 -0.999QO 4.43644 1.S5094 -0.32617 0.10037 -0.03705 
0 • 5 -0 • 'iD.O 0 0 3 • 8 0 9 2 5 2 . .5.9.25 5 0 • 4B.aE.8 0. 3.1505_0 .... 0_92.4 .1_ 
0.5 0.16670 0.94249 0.91321 0.08826 O.OA 528 0.01462 
__ o. 5 ____ o. B333o_ o .9870.9 _ 0. 30392 __ o. 0.77.98_ o. 02972_ 0. 0119 L ____ _ 
0.5 -0.62 500 3.94024 2.46229 0.24078 0.188A6 0.01826 
___ _ o .s __ ~oK 1ORMM-~ KOU9TS _ _ 1. 26120 ___ o .• lKOK4M~_o .•. .l2166_ o. 02080 __ _ 
o.s 0.37500 0.85037 0.71336 0.07969 0.06542 0.01321 
0-5 0.87500 J.OQ741 0.27439 0.07462 0.02804 0.01132 
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s X All Al2 A13 Al4 Al5 
o.s o.sggqc l.Y?05 v 0.32637 O.lOG40 o.03706 oKll49~ 
. 0.5 . 0.95000 1.81435 . 0 . 3 7 085 0.10623 -. 0.03R 8 5 0.0155S 
0.5 0.9COOO 1.68050 0.41660 0.11043 0.04047 0.01614 
_o • .s_o_. sK:>o~o--iKRtt9o aK_o · -'163 3 7_ 0 K~ 12B5_o . 04204_ o. o 166 L __ 
0.5 0 .80000 1.419 97 0 . 5 11 02 0 . 11337 0.04369 0.01696 
-- 0 • 5 0 • 7 5 0 0 0 . l • 2 9 3 0 6 0 • 5 5 9 3 8 0 • 1 11 8 6 -- 0 • 0 4 5 59 c • c 1 1 1 5 
0.5 0 .70000 1.16823 0 . 60834 0 .10822 0 .04791 0.01710 
- 0.5 0 .65 000 1.0454 0 0 . 65774 0.10236 0.050 82 0.01673 
0.5 0 .60000 O.Q2446 0.70747 0 . 094 19 0 .05453 0.01592 
_o_....s_o .• .ssc o o_a .... s o.s3 '•-O •. 7 514 o_o ..... o 8 3 6 3--0 .• os g 22-0. a 14 s c_ 
0.5 0 .5 0COC 0 .6 8 7 93 0 . 80739 0.07060 0 .06511 0.01230 
__ o • s ___ o • 4 5 a o c _ o • 5 so 4 o __ a • e 52 9 3 __ o • o 51 4 o __ a • o 7 116 ___ a • c a 9 7 a _ 
0.5 0.40000 0.4946 3 O.A8679 C.04Al5 0.07513 0.00813 
____ o.s __ Q.35000.-0.41917 ___ o.91420 ___ 0.04C42_ 0.G7818 _ _ 0.C067S _ 
0.5 0 .30000 0 .35035 0.93667 0.03357 0.08061 0.00562 
0. 5--D--25 c.oc 0 • .2.862-l--0--'J R4K<~4-M .... 02-1..30-0. • .. 0 8254-0 .• 0 04 56-
0.5 o .2ooo o MKOOR4~ 0.96946 o.o2144 o.08407 o.oo35e 
- 0.5 --- 0 .15 000.- 0.16 714-0.98050 _ o. 015 86_0 . 0 8 521 _ 0. 00264 ---
0.5 0.10000 M~11MRP 0 . 9882 7 0.01047 0.08601 0.00174 
_ o .s_ o . o5ooo _ _ o . o 5 so 1- 0. g92!39 __ o. o o5 21__o .. 086't9 __ o. coos 1 _ _ 
o.5 o . -o. ooooo o.s9442 -o.ooo oo o .0 8665 -o. oocoo 
-0-...5.-.=-.0-.050 0.0 0. 05.5.0 0 C. <;;_g 28..9--=.0 ..... 0 05 2 J CL..O 8649--=..0 .• C 0 0 8_7_ 
o.s -0.10000 -0.110 53 0. 988 27 -0.01047. 0.08601 -0.00174 
- 0. 5 .. -- 0 . 150 00_ .,....Q ... 16 714-- 0. S8050.-- .0. 015 86_0 .• 08 521- -0. 00264 __ _ 
0 .5 - 0 . 20000 -0. 22545 o.g6946 - 0 .02144 0 .0 8407 -0.0035 8 
- O. 5 ---o .250 oo- -o. 2 862 1- .o . s5 4 <J 4_ :-o. 02 73o_o . 08254.- -o. 0045c. __ 
0.5 - 0 .30000 - 0 .3 5035 0.93667 - 0 .03 35 7 0 .0806 1 -0.00562 
-0....-5---0....35-C 0 C-=-..0 ...... 4.l5ll.7-0...-CJ 14 2 0-""!.0 ..... 0.4 0.4 2 0 • 0.7 818-=--0. 0 0 6 7 _9_ 
0.5 - 0.40000 - 0 .4 9 463 O.E8679 -0.04 8 15 0.07513 -0.0 08 1 3 
- -0. 5 . . - 0 • 4 50 0 0-- -0. 5 B 0 4 D- - 0. 8 52 9 3 --0. 0 57 4 0 _ Q. 0 7 116 _- 0 • 0 0 9 7 8 __ 
0 .5 - o .soooc - 0 .6 8 793 o . P.0 739 - 0 .07060 o.06511 -o.o123 0 
- -0. 5 --0. 5 5000 - -0. 8 05 34- C. 7 57 40 ----0.0 836 3_ 0 . 05922- -:-C. G 14 5 C __ 
o.s -0.60000 -0. 92 44 6 0.70747 -0.09419 0.05453 -0.01592 
-0.....5--=0-.65 00.0 -1.0.45.40 0. (· 5.7-7.4-=--0--1..0.236 c •. 05.082-=.0 ... 0 16.7.3_ 
0.5 -0.70000 -1.168 23 0.60834 -0.10822 C.04791 -0.01710 
- 0.5 _-o. 75000 - -1· 2 <)306_ 0. 5593 8_ :-0 .111 8 6_ 0. 04559 _  :-0. 01 715 __ 
0.5 -0. 80000 -1.419 97 0.51102 -0.11337 0.04369 -G.01696 
____ o. 5. -o. 8sooo - -1. 549oa __ o . 4633 1 _ _ - a .11285_0 . 04 204_ -o. 01661 __ 
0.5 -0.9C COO -1. 68050 . 0 . 4 16 60 - 0 .11043 0 .04047 -0.01614 
-0......5---,:.0--9 2 0 0 D-=1..._7...3..3..7.4.__0 .... .3 . K9 KUKiT_-:KCKKKKK~MKUKK9 6._0_ • . 03.9 8.4-=.0. 015 93_ 
o .s - o . g4ooo -1.7 8 7 38 o . 3 7 gg1 -G.l0721 o.o3g19 -o. o1 571 
_ _ o . s __ -o. gsooo_ -,1. 8 1435.- o . 3 7oa5 __ -o.10623_ o. nJ8s s __ -o. o 155s __ _ 
o.5 - o .g o ooo -1• 8 414 2 o . 36 1B3 -0.10 519 o.o3851 -0.01547 
--0· 5 .- 0 .9 tl000 - :-1. 8CJ 5 8CJ._ O. 343CJ5 - -0.102CJl_ 0.03780 --0.015 21 - -
0.5 ~oKg gg9M -1. 95050 0.32637 -0.1004 0 0 . 037 0 6 -O.Ol4 CJ5 
-0---5-:=.0-.5.CDO 0 -0.6 82.93 0. £0.73.9.-=.C .... D-1-0.6.0 0 •. MSR~1-=-M .• . C 123 o_ 
o . ? o .l6670 o.18639 o.Y7718 o.Ol770 o.os4a7 o.oozg5 
_ o. 5 __ o. 83330--L.S057 L-O • .4 7 CJ2Q _ _ o. 11324_0 .• 04257 ___ c . o 16 74 ___  
0.5 - 0 .62500 -0.98470 0. 682 58 -0.0985 7 0 .05256 -0.0163S 
a. 5 .-o. 12 5oo .. ~o .1386.7- 0. Ga 4 7<J -~- o •. 01315- 0. oas66-= 0. 0021 s ___ _ 
o.5 o.37500 0.45591 o. 90 11 A o.04415 o.o7674 c.co743 
o.s o.a75oo 1.61450 o 439s1 a.Jl187 o.04125 c.olc39 
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s X A 2 1 /1 2 2 /1. 2 ~ A ;: ' • A ? 5 
0. 5 0 • q <) l) C) 0 . -:1, • 2 4 7 fl 7 0 • ' · ':> l tl f. 0 • 1 2 (; 6 -, 0 • 0 1i D~ 2 l 0 • c 1 7 l P. 
0.5 0 . 0SOOO 2.70558 0 . 4g2 14 U.l2413 0.04264 O.G164C 
0.5 0 .90000 OK~vlTM 0 . 5290 1 0.11783 0 .04 056 0.0154C 
_o . .s_o. ascoo_1 .• . 7 0 669_.o . 562C 3_0 .1011 a_o . C3824 _ _ o. 0141 <J_ 
o . 5 o.acooo 1.24092 o .590B9 o .09400 o.o3599 o . 012 73 
- - 0 • 5 --· 0 • 7 5 0 0 0 .. 0 • 8 2 0 8 2 .. 0 • 6 1 5 3 6 - . 0 • 0 7 6 6 0 . . 0 • 0 3 4 l 0 0 • 0 1 0 9 6 
0.5 0 .700 00 0.41885 0 . 6 3 523 0 .05 569 0 . 0328 7 0.00877 
___ 0 • 5 . . 0 • 6 50 0 C - 0 • 0 4 "3 ':> 3 --- · 0 • 6 50 3 5 . 0 • 0 3 1-1 2 .... 0 • 0 3 2 61 --- 0 • 0 0 6 G 2 . -
o . s o.6oooo -0.3 0559 o.66059 o . oo39 7 o . 03360 c.oo253 
--0 .. s_o .. ..s s.o o u-=0 ...... 6 2. 8.92-0 • . 6 6 s e. a_-..o .... o 2 6'• 5-D •. o 3 6 14--=-..c .• o o 1.9 2-
o.5 0.50000 -0.9 2686 0.66618 - 0 .05S6l 0.04051 -O. C076l 
- 0.5 --0. 45000---l.l 33 5 G--- 0. 65284 _,..o. 09066 - -0 . 04449 --0. 0134g __ _ 
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APPENDIX 4. 
Tables of C (n) and S (n) in Section 3, Part III. 
m m 
c (0) = 4. 08181 co (l) = -2.79420 co (
2 ) = -1. 25926 0 
cl 
(0) - 0.42090 cl (l)=-0.24261 cl (2 ) = -0. 24657 
c2 (O) = -2. 02739 c2 (l) = -0. 79307 c2 (
2 ) = -0. 56473 
c3 (O) = -0. 16202 c3 (l)=-0.00904 c3 (
2 ) = -0. 00304 
c4 
(0) - 0. 15225 c4 (1) = -0. 02945 c4 ( 2 ) = - 0. 0 2611 
c5 (O) = -0. 02309 c5 ( 1) - 0. c5 (2) - 0. 
c6 
(0) - 0.00326 c6 ( 1) - 0. c 6 (2) - 0. 
s (0) - 0. (m=l, 2, ... ) s ( 1) = 0. (m=l, 2, ... ) s (2) = 0. (m=l,2, ... } m m m 
c (3 )= 4.08181 0 . 
c (3 ) = 0. 42090 s (4 ) = 0. 34632 s (S) = -0. 40807 1 1 1 
c 2 (
3 )=-2.02739 s 2 (




3 ) = -o. 162o2 s 3 (
4 ) = -o. 12137 s
3 
(5 ) = o . 21549 
c (3 ) = 0. 15225 s (4 ) = -0. 01830 s (5 ) - 0. 03044 4 4 4 -
c 5 (
3 ) = -o. 02309 s 5 (
4 ) = -o. 04067 s
5 
(5 ) = o. 09550 
c 6 (
3 ) = o . 00326 s 6 (
4 ) = -o. 00383 s
6 
(5 ) = o. 01577 
S (3 ) = 0. (m=l,2, ... ) C (4 ) = 0. (m=0,1,2, ... )C (5 ) = 0. (m=O,l,2, ... ) 
m m m 
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APPENDIX 4 (cont'd. ) 
co (6 ) = -3.61963 




(6 ) = -1.06303 




(6 ) = -o. 03876 
S (6 ) = 0. (m=1,2, ••. ) 
m 
s (7 ) = l. 50595 s ( 8)- l. 00755 1 1 -
s (7 ) = 0. 04600 s ( 8 ) = 0. 72053 
2 2 
s 3 (




(7 ) = -o. 00101 s
4
(8 ) = 0. 05085 
C (7 ) = 0. (m=0,1,2, •.• )C (8 ) = 
m m 
0. (m=0,1, 2, •.. ) 
